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A Burgomaster Of Belgium JAMES J. ALBION WITH THE ¡PYTHIAN KNIGHTS AT YORK COUNTY DENTAL SOCIETY
At Graduating Exercises
OGUNQUIT
By Maurice Maeterlinck
Synopsis by J. D. H.

of Grammar Schools J

Each month the York County pared for the occasion—souvenirs
Dentists—thè York County DentalI - for each guest of the house—each
Society, meet and take inventory' card being individual in its picture
•and compare the present with the! design—the whole being printed
past—map out plans for the future.. with a view of expressing the senti
This, in all good-fellowship, be ment t of the occasion. The feacause the important, thing with. ture of the evening, outside of the
these keepers of the public teeth,, erijbyrilent and profit óf the profes
is that òf today and tomorrow.' sionals, was the violin playing of
Sòme of .us all live ahead of the Master Everard L. Horr. This
other fellow, and it is good busi young lad is butf eleven years of
ness-as well-as good-neighborship age; and he played not trie facile
to meet and talk life over and let music of the. selections given be
the other fellow catch up.
low, with sure touch and master
So this month of June, thè So ful feeling. The piano accompanciety met at the McLellan in Ken iment of Miss Ruth Cousens was
nebunk to discuss the newest and very good; and the encores were
thè best in its profession. And, many and the applause frequent.
as business moves smoother while \ Thè dinner was shared by the'
the mortal dines, the gentlemen of foilowing ladies and gentlemen—
the tooth arid forcips dined and members of the York County Dengossiped, enjoyed the concert given,, tai Society : Dr. D. M. Small, Ken
at the McLellan, discussed the ad nebunk; Dr. T. M. Doyle, Bidde
vancing trend of world-wisdom in ford; Dr. E. B. Taylor, Biddeford;
dentistry, smoked the pipe of peace Dr. A. C. Merriman, Kennebunk;
—some of them; for you must know Dr. R. D. Milliken, Saco; Dr. P. L.
dear reader, that*York County has Wilson, Saco ; Dr. F. B. Wheaton,
the only .twoi women dentists in Biddeford; Dr. F. P. Graves, Saco;
Maine—Mrs. Grace E. Wheaton of Dr. D. R. Lowell, Sanford ; and Dr.
Biddeford, and Miss T. M. Doyle D. R. Brigham, Sanford.
of the Same City.' In any event, a
^pod-timri/ih both , senses of the And these were all dinnéd and
word, was the order of the evening. entertained, as they expressed it,
Unique menu cards were a pre- '' “to their heart’s content.”

--------- S
Jo worship the King, rill glorious 'you are to forget the inside of the
ChurchJ forget it until you. can fill
above,
There is on doubt but that those
who heard Dr. Albion at the Gram Ò gratefully sing his power and his it with shining eyes that want to
hear “the word.” The Master of
love;
mar School on Thursday evening,
went out’.into the highways arid
were thoroughly pleased, edified His bountiful care What tongue all
the. byways of life,, put love into
can recite?
and entertained bjPwhat they heard
He said and did; riien stopped
Thé Dr., in the first placé, has a It breathes in the Air,fit shines in what
to look and listen;, it followed then,
the light.
most pleasing personality, fine
< —Robert Grant. as day the night, that those who
presence, and a voice of culture.
Kennebunk to Ogunquit were interested thronged to know
And thé thing he has to say seems viaFrom
tròlley, in thé early morning of ¡the Man.
to come from the very heart of the a summer
day in Maine, is a most If there is nothing much of |a
man—=he says what he believes. charming little
/The car minister, except his long coat arid
Felicitating the young people on moVes with just journey.
sufficient speed to serious face—the forms and fanthe stage of their life journey at give constant variety
to trie rov icies of any cult, there, is no call or
which he met them, he grave the ing eye; and the green meadows
on lure in his personality; and, after
—PROGRESS—
key\note of his address : “You are one riand, *the darker green of themen do go to hear the living
not at the end of your education— sea on the other—with the billow all,
man df the now. it is easy to
just at the beginning.”
ing
of
smiling
fruit-trees
there
be

keep men, when you get them; but
Is there pot something better, even here below,
“The struggle for power reaches
is u-imatchable panorama you must make the catch first. And
Something kinder, fairer, holier, more true,
back thru the ages to the Hinter tween,
of
templed
beauty;
has not this awful war taught our
A nobler aim, a higher thought, that all may know
land of timé. ‘Man, a puny crea
•
heaven shines, clearer preachers anything at all?; /Take
ture, struggled amidst gigantic
And be wiser for the knowing; than this view
And
rest
comes'
nearer.
”
your finger off the non-essentials
beasts, and the awful forces of
Of living where the meanest part of life is still
Sirigs the poor heart of men;. . ■/—look fpr the best in men-paake
nature, i Now all those old forces SoAnd
that same little journey your apeal to that part—nagging
The measure of our being, the’hope that we pursue?
must obey man.” And this point
in the company of a car-full Ihas emptied the> churches—try
Is there not some choicer labor, faculty or skill
was elaborated in language that made
of
PythianKnights—that means thenzand get sinners to fill-them-M
/ In which man’s energy may exercise and he be made
Was nicely fitted to the mind of the Friendship, Charity
and Benevo- :you car do God’s work after they
boy and girl to whom it was direct lence—good fellows—kindred
■' Not vile and viler yet byev’ry effort Of his will—
souls, ,
inside—do a man’s wprk for
ly delivered. “The troglodite,* said is sufely a good thing 'fOF the soul. are
Nor each footprint of his jdurney be in blood displayed
;
the Dr., believed in the powér be “For life-is only a chance or tWO, men on the streets of your. town,
Above the grave where ruin, waste and dreadful war
join the lay societies—they must
hind the arm that held . thé club. This side the journeys goal;
The millions for man’s hungry greed have laid?
Later the power was in thé mailed And the clouds depaift and trie sun |have ajvalue else they wbuldurioti
thrive-^men 5yill have men to
fist. This has ended with the Hun.
shine thru,
•
prea'ch to then. Try, it.;, • ...
“On a certain day in the latter whose key is carried by his faithful Now we must have the power be The wind is soft and the skies are At the close of the .services, the
hind education.”
part of August, 1914, the; invading secretary. x
'■
blue,
Rev. Mr» Laite invited the whole
German armies arrive in the little The German detachment soon ar- “Education must now be with all When a soul salutes à soul.” ■
Lodge to a luncheon spread at the
power.
The
educated
man
and
.
It
is
commanded
by
Major
Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, of Kenne- Town
i
Beligan town of Stilemonde. Life rives,
Hall; and there we followed
woman
is
what
this
world
wants.
the
Baron
von
Rochowy
who
is
at

bunk had been invited to Ogunquit bn.
■ ’ Cakes, crackers and orangein this little town has passed very ||j* ”
It
completes
life
and
is
above
All
on Sunday, June 8th, to attend ser- ade
, —and everybody was, smiling
cheerfully until thé Germans came. tended by two' Ober-Lieutenants,
The Burgomaster is a gentle frierid Herr Karl Von Shaunberg and the power. What brings to you, boy vices at trie M. È. Church—to listen ,When somebody arose and said,
or,
girl,
the
most
complète
life?
’
’
to an address by Rev. William W. <
iy soul, happy, well to do, and de Burgomaster’s own »son-in-law,
Now do not let us believe for a Laite. And the Enterprise re “We have thought it the act of
voted to the -raising of fruits arid Herr Otto Hilmer.
friends to gather together a small
moment
that
we
are
educated
to

porter, looking for. the latest and .gift
.
flowers. He knew and likéd every The Major is a busy man and-is
for our brother and the preach To better indicate our games, line which was ignited by a flare
night,
was
the
further
enlarge

the best? in the way pf news, joined er
’ of the day; and I take pleasure !etc., here follows the program for above the spot where they went un- *
body in the town arid he Was ador admirably business-like. In a’few
ment
of
this
thought.
There
is
too
the Pytriians for the day. And he in handing the sanie to our host, first Fourth of July at “killing der. That is until three hours af
ed by all. He was so catholic in brief words he "gives notice that he
.
his humanity that he evén liked and his officers will quarter in the much illiteracy in New England to occupied a front pew in the church and
ter, two were then caught up in a
teacher, the' Rev. William W. holme Air Station:”
allow
us
to
h^ve
the*thought.
“
For
when the Knights marched in with ILaite»’’
Field Events. 1.30 p.- m.
the,German®, riot suspecting thèm best /rooms of the house, trie Bur
drag—dead, and nòtule to tell.
the
boy
and
girl
of
New
England
banners unfurled—seventy-five J
100 Yards Dash.
to be different from other people— gomaster to advance his luncheon
The other two were not seen until
To
Which
brother
Laite
happily
■the
home
school
is
but
the
com

strong, ,
.jin./
I
440 Yards. Dash.
im token of which -he had given his j time , by half an hoiir, imposes a
three weeks later; then, one of them
responded;
“
I
am
surely
thankful
mencement.
The
war
has
taught
The .services were opened with ’
Mixed Three Legged Race.
daughter in. marriage., tpt a young xyar-levy on. the town, and informs
came up in a sub net at the mouth
your remembrance; and L;do
’
German, Otto ' Hilmer, who had the’'Burgomaster that he will be us that our boys and girls are rich’, the riymr- from which we havé quot for.
Mile Run
of the Humber—the other man was
not
know
of
anyone
who
might
put
er
for
the
physical,
’
moral,
'and
ed thé first verse; and the boys ;
220 Yards Dash.
come £o Stilemonde with thé an- ’ held as hostage against any dis
marked among those Who were
it
to
better
ubes-^-I
would
certainly
spiritual
setting
up
bur
young
men
joined
in
the
song
as
tho
they
knew
nounced desire to study the culti order among the citizens. All this
Potato Race (Ladies),.
never found.
pass
it
along,
if
I
did
know.
J
have
got
in
that
dreadful
conflict.
”
it,
and
that
it
was
good
to
say
and;
1
vation of orchids.
Running Broad Jump
Such an end to a flight was fre
us in accordance with military cus 4 “Education must reach the whole
five children at the home—and this
sing.
,
High Jump
quent enough to keep one on the
Sometime "in, June, 1914, Hilmer tom; and from the logical point of boy and girl—must reach body,
parish
to look,after with love; and
After
this
a
prayerbythe
pastor
■
Mile Relay Race
lookout every moment; and, while
was suddenly called back to Ger view, 'the Ma-joras to be applauded mind and soul. That we had the
.1’11 welcome every gift that corner
Pie Eating Contest.
I have not seen many of them, the
many on perspnal business of im for his practical conduct move than hint of this and acted up to the as we all stood ; then a solo by a -for this good work.” Here • was
Baseball Game.: 3.30 p. m.
vacant places "were multiplying
mediate importance, and said s. to be Condemned for his failure to thought is what so surprised the little bjt of a tot—Miss Isabel Per fnuch ,hand-clapping and expres
u. s. Army
IJ. S. Navy every day. And, in a way,'my own
quick farewell to his young wife, employ the. red tape of ordinary French who saw our boys in action. kins: “America the Beautiful;” the 1sions of good-fellowship.
morning
lesson
followed
and
re1
Charling Left Field Eberhart time .was tp come.
thé Burgomaster’s daughter,—tho1 courtesy. >
Our willingness to serve the other sppnsiye reading of the Scriptures ; 1 Therefore, here is one church we Jones
Dowfter / And it did, thus.* Leaving the
First Base
he kne$ she was to be a, mother.
The German soldiers /behave fellow. And so your education and
have
attended in Maine where the
a
fine
duo,
sang
by
Mr,
Geo.
1
Lynch Hùmber’s mouth one afternoon—
Center Field
On' a quiet morning in August, pretty well in the house of their must be a sort of building up of Goodall, tenor, and Mrs. W. W. 1atmosphere, the spirit of the place,, Dooley
Catchers
Bernstein four of us, we set but for a con
19TÏ, wé méët thé Bürgômaster in temporary host. Urie private sbme- serenity, honesty, loyalty, rever Laite, soprano»
rested and comforted one for the Austen '
\
>
Right Field , Parkhurst voy we had been notified to follow
the living-room of his hospitable wjhat rudely hangs, a military proc ence, Willingness tb serve, thought The sermon by Rev» William W. hour. And we are joyed to give Crow
home. His thoughts are of his lamation on the Burgomaster’s cru fulness, and a spirit of sacrifice?” Laite was a gem. The 15tn of St. the names of the very good fellows Freeman , Second Base Pötsick in. . Once put to sea we made the
Taber upper air and scrutinized the dis
Third Base.
' grapes, his roses'^ and his orchids ; cifix, another private loots the wine There, dear readers, is the Jdhn 13: “Greater love hath no arid
Pythian knights who rode and Gari
:
Renz tance for a view of our expected
" Short Stop
I and his iminediate concern is to ¡cellar and "appropriates a favorite, merest glimpse of the Dr’s, thought man than this, that a man lay-down listened^ dined and drank with us ¡Winkler
combat a blight that has attacked pipe, and another in a playful mo- —the words and spirit of it you his life for his friends.” And the 1on this blessed Sunday, Here iJohnson Pitchers Taylor, Ellis,' ships. I think I can speak the
Kempf, Mayo thoughts of every man in pur boat
them. A sorely Wounded Belgium xrient Cuffs the Burgomaster’s pri must have, heard to have enjoyed—( Reverend gentleman “stuck to his they are:
Goode when. I say, “There were solid
; Captains
Welsh
£ soldier suddenly appears. He is vate secretary roughly in the face; the pen does not undertake tovgive text.
Chas. H. Currier
”
Of
course,
the
appeal
was
Refreshments. 5.30 • p. m
chunks of gloom on board.” It
I fleeing from theadvanëirig German but these three ate ignorant under the warmth* the verve, the elor to the brothers of the order pres Chas. H. Webber
Boxing. 6.30 p. m.
was the same day of the spinning
f armies and endeavoring to rejoin lings, and propogandists who deny qúence of a speaker like Dr. Albion ent., So the address began with
Chas. H. Cole
■dive into eternity; and the memory
125 Pound Glass.
I his own regiment before he dies. . the world dichotomy that Maeter Therè was a fine crowd out— a few personal words to the Pythi William Titcomb
Healey, U. S/N. v. Heilbuch U. S. N Of it clung to us.
O. H. Whittaker
This wounded soldier ' brings linck insists upon might still ar thé clearest and finest hearts and an Knights. :
145 Pound Class
I am quite sure that this spirit
I tidings of the. German atrocities gue that American or British pri minds of the town; and that speaks * “In the Pythian Knights,” began . Wv E. Wri^ren
Fredehhagen, U. S. Ni V. Wederi, N. of man does *cause many a mishap
Daniel
ti.
Wildes
| committed at; Aerschot, at Dinant, vates would do the same things in high praise to the esteem in which the- preacher,
have learned
in this world. If -accidents are
133 Pound Class.
! and many other towns.' These re- similar situation.
the Reverend gentleman is held in enough about men to be wide ' James S. White
Mivelaz U. S. N. v. Kirby U. S. N. supposed to happph, they will hap
Charles
F.
Whidden
| ports the Burgomaster refuses to Everything goes well enough un Knnebunk.
enough to try and understand man Harry A., Taylor
pen. The chap who is ignorant of
133 Pound Class.
|*believe, on the ground that human til the Herr Ober-Lieutenant Karl
. »... .Love as read into our great Geo. W. Tomlinson
The Program follows
*
McDuff U. S. N. v. Sullivan U. S. N. danger is apt to escape the real
| beings could not possibly be guilty von Schaunberg Wanders out into, Music
order is quite different than otrier I John A. Stevens
thing; the one who is filled with
SPECIAL
; of such uncivilized behavior; and the Burgomaster’s garden and is
Solo—Grande Marche de loVe*^than the love of map for a Geo; N. Stevefts
thè thought of how he too may be
"Í45, Pound Class
I tho tîie wounded soldier reports Shot and killed by some unknown ■Ptamf
—Wo lien hanpt— Alice woman—for his wife,”
Miller U. S. A. v. Prendy R. A. F. snuffed out, just seems to coax his
Woodbury H. Stevens
I facts and dates and names and assailant. An immediate autopsy - / Concert:
Sargent.
The speaker then assumed that Howard Stimpson
fate, to come and overtake him ; and
NOVELTY
| numbers—precisely as all men shows that the wound yras made
all present were familiar with the Geo. P. Spencer Fate, the old jade, does pot want
Cup Fight.
,
f know trierii now—the Burgomaster with a military;rifle; the only rifles Prayer
story òf old world—the
( much coaxing,
Dancing. 7.00 p. m.
Charles W. Spencer
| remains unconvinced.
in Stilemonde were German rifles; “Summer Song” from “Martha,” ancient
lové of Dairion- and Pythias; the
Flotow.
Wpll, about two hours ojit we
RECRATION HALL
The soldier replies that the Bur- Herr von. Shaunberg was known to. “Chime Again, Beautiful Bells- clasic of the love of a friend for Freeman E. Rankin
And you Can take my Word for it, sighted our convoy, made for them
Charles A. Rose
| go inaster will soon bé able to be detested by- his own men, be
Selected Chorus Grades Eight his friepd. And, the preacher add
from thé' lOfi Yards dash to the and followed them toward the
Clifford Ramsdell
judge for himself, since a detaçh- cause of his inate brutality; ¡and
ed, as a sort of conclusion to ¿this Gerald L. Rose
and Nino«
Recreation Hall D^rice, there was shore for about an hour. Then
| merit of the 63rd German infantry the inference is that one of ' his Piano
Duet “Liàelotté”—Adam kind of love, “Men are to be judged . Freemont C., Noble
much .vim in it áll. I havé seen a the sky. thickened, clóùds packed
is marching to the town, with Herr own men have murdered him.
Lillian Larrabee, Harriet Dow. by thé bést that is in them—that
Charles D. Nason
lot of fighting, on the other side, but up above us, and there was hint of
’ Ober-Lieutenànt 1 Otto —
”
Hilmer
But this inference is at once dis “Song of the Dinah Dolls”—Sher is the. bond that binds the Pythian
as memory row serves, the “go” the thing all airmen fear—a storm.
Wjri?£*« Northway
J among its compliment of officers, missed by the commanding Major,
Knights.”
wood—K. G. S. Octett
Charles J0; Perkins
between Miller and Pféndy—U. S. At this time we were flying about
j “Why then,” replies the Burgo- the Baron vor< Rochow. The Ma Piano Solo “Silver Stars”—Bohm
Space always -forbjs the report George D. Patterson.
Ar. and John Bull, wfts a stinger— a thousand feet above our ships.
’ master, “everything Will be all jor reason 1st. the German army
Raymond Russell
Aboüt six, p.<m;,swe received a
of these Sünday sermons- in exten Janies H. Prue
the stinger of of them all. Of
. right, for Otto will look after us.” is the best trained and disciplined “Largo
”
Handel
but this is One that we would
Samuel Perron
cpurse; it was a draw—had to be, as . wireless from our /station that
Yet, as the cristodian of the town, army in the world ; 2nd, in the “When The Flag Goes By” Nevin so;
have been pleased to? give in full—- E. Dana Perkins
there was a storm coming and we
no one was killed.
e
; he orders all firearms to be at once best trained and disciplined army
Chorus:—Grades 8 and 9.
we are sure our readèrs wotfld havè’ Roland Maxwell
At Killingholme we were about were ordered in. We theft left the
I delivered to trie town hall and to
Address—Rev. James F. Albion, read with pleasure; and we have Geo. E. Larrabee
Continued on page eight one mile from the nearest point of convoy and nosed for shore., I was
; be locked up in a strong room
D. D.
a hint of the cause of the empty J. S. Littlefield
the sea; and the Humber was a in the front cockpit at this time,
Dance—The Spring Fairies—Girls seats in the Churches, 4n Kenne Archie E. Littlefield
mile wide, at the landing place for. keeping a sharp lookout, both
bunk.
of Grade Seven.
Merle Libby
the planes. And at this landing it toward the land and the darkening
Presentation of Diplomas—Prin. These men, we take it—the Pyth Winfield E. Kollock
may be said, is all right brought if sky. We were about thirty 'miles
H. A. Burnham.
ian Kriights, are not what are A. F. Jellison
you áre able to follow the ruIe-’-land off the mouth of the Humber .and
Benediction.
,.
known as professing Christians^ A. F. Jjacquemim
flat if possible but keep the tail in the open waters of the North
John W. Jacobs
GRADUATES
What, then, did they come'to this
below the nose of the machine. If Sea.
At on.ee the motor ceased io hum, '
churcri for? Because they were Reginald F. Jacobs
this is not done, always, there is
Harriet Dow
J. E. Hutches
interested in something to be had,
serious trouble; and a very great and thé face Of the waters were
Marion Baxter
Erving
C.
Hatch
rushing up toward the boat with
heard, there. They Were brothers
Alice Sargent
liability of a fatal accident.
togetrier there, pod’s House, for Joseph Galant • <
AOre day, standing in front .of the utmost velocity» It seemed but a
Bella Bath
Frank
A.
Dresser
this Sunday, was their house ; and
station, watching the antics of the second before we struck the,water.
Raymond Russell
they felt at home in it. The at T. T. Dearborn
airships as they came in, we saw The man at the wheel did succeed
Donald Hayes
' “Baby Grand” (Mpdel FB) Touring.
_
Chas.
E.
Clarike
■
mosphere , was that of friendship
one of them go into a spinning nosé in almost straightening her out and
Edwin Kelley
“Baby Grand” Roadster, .*
pf man with man—in this there is- Fred W. Clough ,
dtve when • but a short distance we Jiit the water, about half-andRaymond’Simpson
1685
“Baby Grand” Sedan,
M.
S.
Costello
more of divinity than the usual
a-hove the water. We. all krfew what half—the nose not down sufficient
Lillian Larrabee
Abner
F.
Chick
preacher ever takes into his ac
735
this meant—there was nothing for fp pull us finder, blit enough so
“Four-Ninety” Touring,
Alexander Jennings
Chris
Christensen
count—rand men. want to. breathe
her go—no room to ■that we bounced back, in the air
Fred Stevens
715
“Four-Ninety” Roadster,
George E. Clark
the air of it While they live.
for quite fifty feet. Back we came
straighten out.
Nelson Louis
1185
“Four-Ninety” Sedan,
James
E.
Currier
As far as We have gone, good
The chances are that something to thè waves again. This time the
Florence Alison
1110
Edgar
D.*
Bragdon
“Four-Ninety” Coupe,
dope for the pastors of the criurchdid riot work as it should have done bottom . was knocked- but of the
Everett Clough
es would be this : Give the people James E. Brewster
—as surely as the machinery of a boat, and she immediately sank to
F. 0. B. Flint, Michigan.
Gordon Phillips
Edmund
Burke
of your parish that part or side of
watch; and the four men on the the wings. I theft fired off thirtyDonald
Gordon
Valve in Head Motor
Immediate Delivery
God’s love for meri so well said in Joseph B. Burke
ship could do nothing but follow six bf the signal lights as we lay
, Harold Curtis
i
•
Peter
E.
Anderson
.
Day and Night Service.
Washing at all times. Storage by Day or Week.
the text of this Sunday. The love
fate. Right down into the water in the sea. And all of us climbed
Carlton Miner
she" came, and did not stop at the up on7 the top wing; and waited.
Dorothy Welch
r of a friend for his friends. We . A. W. Whitlock
FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE COMPANY
i
Rev.
M.
Lake
get too much of the gloom of thé
surface—on down until every vés- I was fortunate enough to save
Winnifred Pitts
thing we can never forget; let usi Arthur Hayes
tige of the plane and men was im. the emergency rations—they were
‘ Ivory Hall
R. W. LAIRD, Manager
have the lifè interest Of the best; M. W. Deshon w
gulfed in the depths of the wave. up front with me. And, as we
Florence Clark
Middle and Market Streets,
Portland, Maine
triât life rias to give—Love; AndI Elijah Ricker ’
The only -record we ever had of■ seemed to be set. for the night, and
Edith Knight
love, my dear preacher, means that; Fred Gilpatrick
those men was the floating gasoContinued on Page Eight
Arthur Costellow
• ■»(Note-^We are giving this week a synopsis of the only war drama
that has any intrinsic worth written since the world-war began. The
story of the play is nothing mbre than a realistic incident culled out.s
of many, from Belgium. But with the usual clear vision of the poet
Mr. Maeterlinck answers the only question of the war. When neither
party to the conflict could'understand the other, what is to be done?
The answer is quite simple. One.of the two which is the more just
(and therefore, in the long run, the more powerful) must put the other
party on probation, until the sands have run. out from, the turning of
the vials of the wraih of the eternal gods.)

Above the Clouds with A
Boy from Kennebunk

OPENING
New Salesroom

Showing Chenolet Cars I

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Ikennebunk Enterprise

—THE SUMMER GUESTS OF MAINE-

NOTICE'

I Maine
Exchanges

Dr. A. J. Stimpsoii announces
There is not to be any timidity about the rush to Maine this sum
that he has purchased the Dr. Lord
Published at the Office of the ■ '
j; ^,.1^ mer. The crowd cannot get to Europe without more red-tape than a
house on Main street.
summerer likes to wait for in his pléasures ; so we must have crowds of
•
Enterprise Press
jj.
Office hours from 2 to' 4 and 7 to
I them “down in Maine.” ;. And the van of the crowd is on the way. What
8; other hours by appointment.
Kennebunk, Me.
! | if. '
'
shall we do with them?
----------- £.'J.iJf ti > ||
It is evident, from the look of the roads, that w¿ have long ago made
BUILD NOW!
Subscriptions
. . .• t( n ■ L ■
up our minds that they could look out for themselves. That would be
Yearly in advance
V ; /•'^f •< ii *'< *1 $1.00 all right enough if this season was to be the end of the wbrld; but, un
Three Months
*
- |
-25 fortunately, it is not. Will the summer guest;then be able to remember “Own a Home for Your Chil
dren’s ake.”
Single Copies 3 Cents.
>
the season of 1919, in Maine, rntjier as a refreshing, diversion, after his Ambitions may be realized in
A fresh stock and all the new
many seasons in Europe, a sort of an exceptionally satisfactory and your children if you have the home
shades of
plasant place for outdoor sport? Or a place of a thousand discomforts. environment which transmits to
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ing. But,, first, one has to get to Portland—for the moment admitting dren’s sake.
Ask for 'our rates.
¿he truth of all that is said about it, after one has reached the delectable . Like father like son. The next 36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H
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and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
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doesn’t .-show the benefits of home
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Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
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anyone know how the roads are from Portland to Boston, from Boston to owning ambition.
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kind cf cargo from Furniture to
them, get them tucked away in a
Square Hotel in Portland, the Bangor Daily News said this : “Maine good home:—a home that is all
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Sand.
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Tel. Coh. money.
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are standing on their hindlegs and howling« for the rights of Americans.
in a nation of home owners—
bring into Maine, this summer the'Bum of $25,000,000,
Let us put our pen on a conprete instance. Leaving the town of BUILD NOW,—Mars Hill News-1
So, the man who following his appetite disobeys the laws of health, Kennebunk, going from Boston to Portland, the tourist comes upon a
thereby proyes‘himself of superior freedom, does he? Or merely the stretch of road, from Bartlett’s mill to the town line, that will rattle the RUM SLEUTH ADVERTISES JOB
BY ELECTRIC SIGN
teeth out of a mummy ; and make the óccupants of the car wish they had
slave of vices, foul habits, and disease.
At Hoderate Prices in All Grades
gone around by Canada and sought Portland via the back door. But
the road does settle down into something better beyond the town line. . Biddeford—Liquor deputy Er
Crex,
Crex De Luxe, Grass Fibre, Rush and
Men are strange animáis—that’s no trite saying. We take it for And then we come into—“Oh, yes, that’s Biddeford!”
nest L. Jones of Kennebunk who Is
Japanese
Rugs. All Sizes. Just Received.
granted that somehow our political machinery will teach the machines!,
And the.roads thru Biddeford and Saco are such as to put to shame engaged in scouting for rum cats
forgetting that mastery of Chines does not come in' homing; nor does anything in the Republic of Mexipo. On Tuesday Saco was busy patch or; the State highway, between this
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horses and a wheel harrow. This scatches up the surface, leaves a tor car. It bears the words, “Stdp
few extra crevesse, and a few more bumps for the visitor to Portland. —Sheriff,”, and when seen in the
“Discipline—Discipline! That is our tragic need.” Yaps the
Then a little sand and a*lot of tap; and there is a road for the—well,— middle of the .road at night autoisrs
ink-spiller of thé dailies—and, if he suffered an hour of discipline
are supposed to halt. They will
the
summer guest.
himself, he’d die of delirium tremers. One can do much, vicariously,
know that the machine, who have
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when one is paid for the space he fills with noise.
honestly, boom Maine. But it seems time to speak out in the meeting officers, in quest of booze and nbt
of Maine Editors.—We will not have this plain, talk registered either highVYaypien.
One of our smart-style, high grade
as a knock or a kick. It is just'this, A call to preparedness.' And, we are During the past year several in
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sure, Maine don’t want to hear itJ Of which, apropos. One of the ad
mistake by the officers and their
vertising managers of one of the largest department stores in Portland by
cars searched. When ordered to
Of gingham and percales, light, medium and dark
How many Americans, even patriotic Americans, know that their held, this language with the writer of these lines on yesterday. “Why, stop they have been much frighten
color effects. State size and color preferred.
flag is the oldest national emblem which flies today? How many know see here! Take an auto and in] fifteen minutes, any way you drive, ed, supposing that they w6re held
-Its history—how it was conceived or what it stands for?
up
by*
highwaymen.
The
deputies
you will be in a desert.” We were just a little startled; and said so.
The World-War taught the Americans of today reverence for OLD “Don’t you know that Portland—the better people of Portland, don’t would explain, but in the excite
. PORTLAND
GLORY; and, today, whenever it passes, at home or abroad, hats are want any of those things that have boomed the nation, in or about ment it Would be some time before
the tourists could*be made, to un
lifted. The sign of the World’s respect.
Portland? I mean manufacturas. Well, they don’t The say that' derstand that they were no victims
The FLAG DAY will be observed June 14th. Shall we in Kenne they have their homes here; and they want to be qujet. That anyone of robbers.
bunk salute the FLAG?
has the right to exclude the noise of the rabble from 'Our quiet The sign is five feet long and two
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wide and can be attached by
streets.’ ” “But,” we said, the board, the league, (ire inviting just feet
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—AND STILL ANOTHER—
Two Sizes, 25c and $1.00.
from year to year; and that is all that comes of it.” “But, see here, nished by the motor of the automo
Ifytur lealtr cannot tufply you,/Brito direct to
“please dono’t quote me. I’d lose my job quicker than y ou. could say bile.—Old York Transcript, June ¡6.
Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
?
Hon. Carroll L. Beedy, County Attorney of Cumberland, has an ‘Oh!’”
Fra« sample on reeaeat.
nounced himself as candidate for the position of'Congressman. This '' “Only look about you when yoq are on the way back to Kennebunk IS THE BOOM OF THE CURTIS
BUSTED?
DR. J D K E L LO GG S
is an interesting announcement to the voters of York, as Attorney Beedy —look for anything in: the way of machinery this side of Saco. Beside
would fill the position made vacant by the Hon. Louis B. Goodall, who all this, we are so bitten with ‘Buy everything in Maine’—Do you know On the front—first, page of the
will retire in March 1921. The primaries will be held in June, 1920. what this latter means?/ It means ‘Buy everything of me in Portland;’ Daily Eastern Argus, appears the
So there i&time for much water to run under the bridge before the last —we are so bitten with selfishness that there is no point on our skin following—Is it an ad or a What?
man has his word in. In the meantime, Counsellor Beedy is a youhg that you can lay the finger of public spirit. And every day and all day —we reproduce verbatim et litera
man with opinions and ambition. He is serving his second, term as we are repeating the story of Samson’s talé of the torches, the foxes tim et punctuating
THE MUNICIPAL ORGAN.
County Attorney of Cumberland,' having been elected in 1916, and re and the corn-fields of the Philistines."
. .Portland owes it to herself to
Then he took a long breath,¿and said, “Lord !i but I am glad to get make Provision for the Continu
elected in 1918. The ENTERPRISE will be much interested in the
future of Mr. Beedy. Young blood is a great tiling—and will be served. that out of my .system.” Truly, is all this talk about a boom in Maine, ance of Organ Concerts in a Popu
We surely would like to hear—’tis not too soon1, who you want, good just talk—are we only “very ordinary liars?” Can we do anything lar Form.
«City Hall should be a Chapel of
»
and true men of Maine, to represent you in the place of Mr. Goodall. to demonstrate thé-contrary.
It is too late this summer to get our roadà in shape—that is cer SAVE THE MUNIFICENT GU?T
Let the ENTERPRISE be your medium of expression.
OF PORTLAND’S LOYAL SON,
tain; and, we suppose, after September, when our ; guests are gone CYRUS H. K. CURTIS, FROM THE
For your Spring and Summer Clothing. That New Suit—thatNew
home, there will be no use in making roads—and it will be the old FATE OF SILENCE.”
Top Coat—that New Hat—all are here awaiting your selection at
—LINCOLN AND WILSON A PARALLEL—
prices that will please you as well as the style and fitting. We
Now,, if .this is a real call to “res
song of “The Arkansas Traveler” over and over again.
have a well deserved reputation, for values in every department.
In the meantime, will one of those wise men of the League—we| cue our Municipal Organ”—not a
We can show you finely tailored fabrics in stylishly cut models in
mere
Washing
of
dirty
clothes
in
mean the kind-that are paid .for being wise, kindly, tell us how we shall
Men’s Suits from
$18.50 co $40 00
Of all the Presidents of the United States, and in fact of all the be able to “standardize”—that is the great word now, since the Ger the front yard, we’d like to help
distracted Portland. To that
statemen who have made their impress upon the, policy of the Republic, man’s taught‘'it to Henry Ford ; and he used .it to build flivvers and dear,
Spring
Top
Coats
for
men
and
young
men
from
$18.00
to $27.50
end, we have written four lines rto
Abraham Lincoln stands out individual and alone in his personal quali eagles,—how we shall “standardize” potatoes, beans, codfish, and buck take the place of the inept quota
Soft and Stiff Hats in a great variety of shades from
ties, / And the wrangling of factions and’ the jostling of ambition were wheat straw? And, while the wise men are Working on the problem, tion from '“Wee ’fam” Moore.
$2.50 to $5.00
•ompelled to cease when Lincoln had planned his line of duty. He will not some public spirited good fellow—he will get neither money, Then, please', insert, Mr. Argus,
Somewhere in this range of prices you are sura to find just the
could do no wrong, neither had' he any disposition to do any, for he marble, nor chalk for his labor, tell the good citizens of Maine how to the following:
The Gift that Once in City Hall,
hat to please you.
did not know what it was—his moral sense was above question»
standardize the roads ?” That is Maine’s one great need. There is The Curtis Advertisment sped,
As stated before our Boys’ Spring Suits and Clotning are complete
And yet, until President Wilson, no statesman was the victim of one other—we will try and. present it later.
Now Pipes no more--’tis Silent All—
in every particular.}
Its god of Cash seems to -be Dehd
so many mean and petty acts of certain members of Congress as that
And then send the new print to
same Lincoln ; and what “Honest Old Abe,” said of them, might well
Shop as much as you please; you’ll be the readier to buy when you
“PORTLAND’S LOYAL SON, CY
be said to the present members who are busy with Wilson. “I am We have Correct Styles in ¡Spring Millinery and the prices RUS
get to our store. We have the right goods at the-right prices.
H. K. CURTIS; he’ll save the
thankful to the good Lord,” said Lincoln, “that he has given to the
Grand Music Box FROM THE
vicious ox short horns,Tor if their physical courage was equal to their asked for the same is as low as can be found anywhere in FATE OF SILENCE. Will he not?
Not.
vicious disposition, some- of us in this neck of the woods would get
the city. We solicit out-of-town trade.
which Portland’s Citizens and Visi
hurt.”
tors can resort to hear the Music
But “their physical courage” was then, as it is today, not at all
that Uplifts and Inspires.
in keeping with their bellow; ¡and, then aifd now, they mostly take
Biddeford, Maine
City Organist Macfarlane retires
140 Main Street.
this Fall to Rest and Recuperate.
it out in pawing the ground and lashing ;of tail—no one is in danger
202
Main
Street,
Biddeford,
Maine
He has Well earned his Frist Vaca
“in t-his neck of the woods.”
tion in 7 Year, and the Best Wishes
“When will men ever learn to—■” should be kept standing by cur
of the People or this City whom <he
newspapers from century to ceiitury—it would save a lot of valuable
has served so well will be his,> ;
But the' Portland Municipal Or
time. Because men will never learn aitything. Today is the only day
gan needs no Rest and Recupera
—nothing was like it ever before—so We say. And then, on the heels
tion. Its Capacity as a Source of
of what we say, comes that neyer-to-be-remembered “When will men
Pleasure never Diminishes or De
learn that the thing that was, ii and eyer will be, world without end,
teriorates. It is the Instrumen
Amen;”
talist, not the Instrument as Moore
wrote of the Harp of Tara’: Moses had to flee, from Egypt; and his people had to bring him
“Te Harp that Once through Tara’s
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
back to save them from themselves.Socrates was compelled to take
Halls
Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
poison to save him from the mob. And,—Oh! ' what’s the use?-—our
The Soul of Music:.shed,
Savior—the Man who was sent of God to only do, try to, do good for
Now Hangs all .Mute upon the
Walls
Jewelry of distinction and quality, Diamond
men, was crucified!. And so the world runs away with the mob at its
As though that Soul were Dead.”
head.
Rings, La Tausca Pearls, fine Watches of American
No, Portland’s Municipal Organ
Constructive and consecutive thinking is quite beyond the powers
manufacture, (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
must never stand Mute. In Some
of any but the man extraordinary. Most men are like that countryman
Way the Means must be found to
Rings in all the newest shades of colored stones.
of ours, satisfied with their jobs only when they are as busy as the
continue our Organ Concerts.
devil trying to tear down some church that some other mind has built.
Agents for
Of course, as happened with Lincoln, so it will be with Wilson—•
Community Silver and
Cut Glass
as the years roll by, “The more we know jiff him the better we will like
1847
Rogers
Silverware
Parisian Ivory
him.” But, at this moment the rimbomba of the vicious ox is heard
round the world; and the short-thinking friends of bolchevism are
If you are not one of our customers (we have a goodly number from
minded to believe there is something new in the noise.
THE JEWELER
this locality) give us an opportunity to render to you the good service
Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”
The world wants peace; it has had to fight for it; and now, in the
that our position enables us to offer you.
name of God! and in spite of the bellowing of the bull, Wilson is going
to be supported the whiles he assures it to us.
253 Plain St. Biddeford
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House Dresess at $3.98
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ASTHMA REMEDY
COME TO US
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June and Dress
Clothes

REG. U.S. PAT OFF.

APRIL is known for its rainy days; May for its

flowers, and JUNE for its weddings, and graduations;
boths calls for celebration and dress clothes.

FOR WOMEN

And this year, when style counts for so much, men
and young-men’s aren’t satisfied with ordinary clothes.
They want 1919 styles, for 1919 affairs.

Double Attractions

They’re right, Too. Nothing looks more out-of-date
than clothes that have outlived their usefulness.

$5.50

$6.00
BART SCHAFFNER & HARX
191« MODELS

Walking and Dress Oxfords in Black and Dark Tan
»
•

Will show you what’s what in correct clothes for all
occasions, that’s why we bought them for you; they’re the
best we could get, perfect in every detail.
Copyright 1918 Hart Schaffner & Man

I
The New double-breasted waist seam suits, also single
breasted, and the NEW COAT, it’s a 3 button, and has the
effect of a tuxedo coat, though its fine for street wear.

THE HOME OF HART SCAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

QUEEN QUALITY SHOES have become widely known
.because of their acknowledged superiority, which is attained
by great care in their manufacture, and the shoe contains just
what the name signifies, the best that can be made in shoes—
QUEEN QUALITY^

Best Bargains in Maine when we offerThem at $5.50 and $6.00

Chas. A. Benoit
Marble Block,

BIDDEFORD, HAINE
BIDDEFORD, MAINE

13 Alfred Street,

IO NOTÉS
Practically all of the school have
closed for the summer ^vacation.
Mrs. Fred Titcomb met with a
slight accident in the Mill Monday,
Mr. Horr has moved his family
to thé tenement in the Cousens
Block.
- The canon on the Soldiers’ Mon
ument lot has been greatly improv-,
ed by a coat of paint.
Willis M. McDonald, and daugh
ter Dorothy, V Minneapolis, Minn,
are visiting a$ the parsonage this
week.
Mr Wm. Currier and family have
decided to occupyxtheir home on
Fletcher street and will not rent
one half of the house as heretofore
The Kennebunk High School
Alumni will hold thèir meeting and
banquet in the .vestry ^of the Uni
tarian church next Friday evening
June 20th, according to announce
ments sent to members of the Asso
ciation.
1 Mr,: Siegel, who was at one time:
with the Enterprise Press but who
row has a most lucrative position
in New York City, so enjoyed our
village that he has returned and
will spend his vacation of a few”
weeks in this vicinity making Ken
nebunk his headquarters.
There is no doubt but that it was
a wise move on the part of thbse in
authority to have the top of the
shrubs on the corner of the library
lot cut off in order that auto drivers
turning the corner could see ahead
but it certainly has detracted great
ly Trom the looks of the library lot
and in-fact the Whole beautiful ef
fect has been practically ruined.
■’New time tables have been issued
by the A. S. R. R. the same to go
into effect Saturday of this week.
There will be hourly service to and
from Biddeford and York Beach
which will be a great convenience
to the traveling public. The first
car for Biddeford is at 7.14^Water
street, the last at 9.24 but there is
one at 10.30 that goes to the Town
House. -The idst car leaves Bidde
ford at 9.45 for Kennebunk one at
10.15 running to the Town* House
only.

Donald Bragdon
C^rice Watson
Alice Larsen
Richard Dresser
Harry Pitts
Evelyn Lovejoy .
Nellie Hutchins
Ruby Wells
Dorothy Noyes
Florence Harriman
¿oris Jones ,
Hazel Whicher
' Elwyn Lahar;
Lt(cy;Clark
Florence Crocker
Leonard Lombard
Warde Jeinei
PROMOTED GRADE 8 TO 9
PROMOTION FROM 4 TO 5TH. John Lebarge
Leona Goodwin '
James McBride
1 Forest Brbwn ,
( gggp ..
Roy Boston
Helen Boiiser
Wesley Maddox
Arba Coleman ,
Carl Clough
Bernice Brand
Herbert Nason
Maurice Clark
_ Pupils not absent during term.
Elena Hatch
1 Merle Cousens
Alice Dixon, Leona Goodwin,
' Sydney Wells
Gertrude Day
Dorothy Gilpatric
David Jennings
Number of pupils not absent or Doris Jones, Archie Knight, Ruby
Edna Hutchins
Wells, Harry Pitts (absent day)
Edwin Parsons
tardy.
Dorothy Nedeau
Norman Perkins
g Fall Term—None.
Helen Savage
Winter Term—Lester Clark.
Leland Miner
MAINE WENT NICELY OVER
Hazel Johnson x
Clara Martin
Spring Term:—Haven Andrews,
THE TOP IN GREAT VIC
Mary Lord
Roger Furbish
Ernest Wells. : <
Margaret Thompson
TORY DRIVE
Marion Towne
Number x>f pupils not absent.
. Lucile Goodwin
Faljl Term—None.
WESTERN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Martha Bragdon
Winter Term—LesterClark, Ray J State Chairman Harry A. Rounds
Names of pupils promoted from mond
Helena Joy
'
Phillips
of the Victory Loan Committee
grade II to III.
Spring Term—Haven Andrews, Monday evening gave out the fig-*
Frederic'Conant
PROMOTED FROM 7-tb 8TH.
Ernest Wells, Richard Dresser, ures of the total subscriptions
Alton Hutchins
Raymond Phillips, Sydney Wells. jnade to the Loan in Maine, and he
Aurid Balch
PROMOTIONS FROM 2D. TO 3D. Harold Hanson
great satisfaction with
Lucy^Brand
, WESTERN INTERMEDIATE, expressed
Gladys McConnell
Elliott Hill
the manner of the response m^,de
Kennebunk his ‘spilled the beans’ Dorfs Clark
Carlton
Mitchell
Elizabeth
Hawkins,
Teacher
Francis
Kiniball
by the State, which once more went
This time let us use no' names, be Raymond Coombs
Mildred McConnell
William West
Names of pupils* promoted from over the top in- a decisive way.
cause of the very high* standing of Cora Dixon
Annie
Rosenstein
Clifford
DuBois
grade
VI
to
VII.
The total of the subscriptions is
the three young, men who “snook” Pauline Hall
Olive Boston
Kenneth Harriman
/’ Carleton Hayes
$20,500,850. The Stale’s quota
down to the Port and into a vacant Blanche Hatch
Maurice
Smith
Franklin
Kilby
Roger
Conant
was $17,348,800. The over sub
canip to gamble and get pinched. Marion Hawkes
Henry McBride
Paul Whitten ■
Carl Spiller
. \
scription therefore being $3,184,050
But the Enterprise .knows the Julia Locke
Frank
LaBarge
.
Elizabeth
Dow
Names of pupils promoted from “A hundred And eighteen per cent
whole story, including the . Star Norman Perkins
Elwin Hayes
Florence Louis
grade V to grqde VI.
patriotic efficiency is a fine record
Chamber Trial, Cndemnation and Eileen Watson
Lois
Waterhouse
* x Evelyn Littlefield
for the .good old State.” remarked
Agnes Kelley
fine; and—this is £ot a threat—we
Helen
Nedeau
Air. Rounds.
[ Therewill be an unusually^arge p Louise Larrabee
are simply stating a fact, the next Edward Bath
Francis
Hatch
parade of civil and military organ- :
time we will “spill the, beans” all Francis Dresser- <
Marjorie Noble
William Jennison
zatibns, With decorated autbmo- l, 0EI3l2l5ISEIBEI0aiS13!SISfEfi5ISISEI@EiaEEI3EI@lSIEEI5EI3EI@l3l3IEIBIBEISISI3EEEEISElEll
over the place.
Irene
Ingham
, Arline Perkins
pilés’^md floats, accompanied by
Anyway—
Double
promotions
have
been
Harold Kimball
bands. A series of sports
“There is the moral of all human Miriam Webber.;
given during the year to George lèverai
to be arranged for the afternoon,
* tales;
Pierce, Elizabeth Dow and Lois ks big
ball game will be on the list,
’Tis but the same rehearsal of the GERTUDE YOUNG TEACHER *Waterhouse.
if plans fail not, an aeroplane
past,
Geo. Pierce who was advanced to, and,
EASTERN INTERMEDIATE
will form one of the
First, Freedom, and then Glory—
the third grade, has been promoted Remonstration
FROM 6TH TO 7TH
attractiors.when that fails,
to
the
fourth
without
condition.
Wealth,' vice, corruption—barbar- Charles Cousens
Elizabeth Dow who was advanc Band concerts will be frequent
Donald Davis
ism at last.
ed to the second, enters the third ind some .speakers of note will adLinnie
Harriman
iress the thousands who will be
We may be the worm for vast dis
with an average of 98.
Rodney Kelley
tinction right here in Kennebunk.
Lois Waterhouse who also was present. .¿Fireworks will close the <
Rodney
Larsen
'
What?
promoted to grade two during the
Margarett Littlefield
year, enters grade three with an grade III to grade IV.
Dawson Savage
average of 90.
Lester Clark
METHODIST CHURCH
Dorothy Savage
These three children were wor ’ Harold Dixon
Rev. Royal A. Rich, Pastor
thy
of
double
promotion
and
it
PROMOTED FROM 5TH TO 6^H.
Eleanor Furbish
would have beena great injustice Hartley Hutchins
12 Dane St,, Tel. 37-3
Ernest Clark
in each case to have withheld it.
Elmer Hanson
Albina Delisle
Irene LittlefieldB. E. WHITHAM, TEACHER
The Sunday services will be as Arthur Lamontangue
PROMOTIONS FROM 3 TO 4th. Justin Littlefield
follows,—Sermon at. 10.30 A. M., - Lillian. Lord
Raymond Littlefield
Robert Bartlett
Subject:— “Pilate’s Washbowl.” Katherine Merriman
Melvin Sargent
Geo. Faucher
Sunday school hour at noon. Ep Kenneth Reynolds
Ernest Wells
Forrest Moulton
worth League service at 6.15 P. M< v Lendall Smith
Names of pupils promoted from
Leo Pierce
There will be no evening service, Hilda Brand
grade IV to grade V.
John Webber
because of the High School Class Anna Galucia
Haven Andrews
Gertrude Hatch
at the Unitarian/Church at seven Arline Brown
Helen Bradbury
Eva LaMon-tangue
Everard Horr
o’clock.

A most delightful outing was en
joyed at the home of Mrs. Nellie
Pitts, Wells' Beach, over the holi
day week-end. Among those pres
ent were Mrs. A. H. Somers, of this
village, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Free
man, Mr. Charles Spiller, Miss Ken
drick, Mrs. Lydia Mudie, Mr. and
Mrs: W. J. Storer, Mrs. Janet Trig
ging, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Moulton,
Miss Susan M. Kendrick and Miss
Marjorie.Spiller of Wells, Mr. F. D.
Swett, Bradford,' Mass., Mr. George
Neagle, West Newton, Mr. and Mrs
Burton Spiller, Donald Freeman,
and Billy Freeman of East Roches
ter, N. H.

“0 KENNEBUNK!”

PROMOTIONS

( HELEN MELCHER, TEACHER
EASTERN PRIMARY
PROMOTIONS FROM 1st to 2d
. Elsworth BroWn
✓
Frank D
Harvey Hutchins
Frederick Kimball
Donald Littlefield A. Moulton '
Bernard Noyes
George Stevens
Lydin Warren
Barbara Merriman
Qla Coombs
Nettie DuBoise
Lois Jennings
Lona FoUcher
Dorothy Rose
Edith Phillips
• '
Andella Whicher
Susan Waterhouse,
Arline Whicher
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H.C. WAKEFIELD, CLOTHES

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE» KENNEBUNK, MAINE
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Why Shop in Boston When You can do Better in Portland ?
"
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CHURCH NOM1 The Scope of Evidence
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
■ Sunday morning service at 10.30
June 15th. “God The Presérvor
of Man.
Wednesday evening service at
7.45. Everyone is cordially in
vited to attend.

man who would be guilty of bigamy
if he married ip* New York City
needs only to cross the ferry to
A lawyer who diligently search Jersey City with his companion;
es the books—statute books and he then marries her and returns in
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH the reports of the several states of an hour with his lawful wife. This
the Union need not flatter himself is as absurd as if burglary on one
Will S. Coleman, Minister,
that he has the legal rights and side of the street were punished as
Residence 57 Main St.
obligations of men in mind. And a crime and not on the other. Is
Tel. 53-12
it is to warn the over-confident stu it not so?
The annual Sunday School Pic dent of such error that these lipes ■' If you! are quite honest in the
nic will be held at Kennebunk are written.
practice of the law, you must tell
“It further may be safely said,” your client, “I know nothing about
Beach, Thursday June 26..
10.30 p. m.—Worship with ser says Herbert Parker in his article the law of this case. I will look
mon. The subject is “Debtors to of the Law in the American Ency intp it, with you; and we will
clopedia, “that no one of the fun agree, after caréfully considering
Christ.”
11.45 a. m. —Sunday School with damental propositions of the com every side of it—without the com
mon law relating to the liabilities pulsion or even question of a fee,
classes for all.
There will be no evening service of the.citizen, has been wholly ab then we Will try and spell oyt the
but all are invited to attend the rogated by législation, the changes way.” The fee is earned^ffiien.
in thé body of law having been A lawyer "who we are disposed to
service at the Unitarian Church.
The mid-week services will be more by way of development than regard as indispensable to the at
excision.”
omitted until September.
tainment of the highest good for
There speaks the pedant and the the State and for the citizen, ought
slow
it
of
the
mind
weary
with
pre

to be, first and last of all, an honest
BAPTIST CHURCH
cedent chasing, The manspeaks man. Çan,he be that with the ne-«
Rev. B. H. Tilton
of courts as he dreams of them—he cessity of the unearned fee always
Residence Main Street
cannot see aught else. And courts dangling before his eyes? If you
must not-overrule a decision plain do not feel yourself strong enough
General Foch is reported to have ly in harmony with the principles to stand and starve and wait, go
said frequently. “The Battle is of the law which demands it, “for into theliusiness of sçhauffing,
won the day before.”- “By this he the function of the court is exclus Jongshoring, or building roads. In
meant that the condition of the sol ively judicial, whatever that may those you may succeed—you never
diers the day before frequently de- mean—’’and it may not, because of will in the law. We don’t mean to
cidecL how they will fight on the the hardship of a particular case, say you will not scrape together a
day of the battle. The Government, usurp legislative power.”
heap of cash—you may; but you
the Y. M. C. A., and other organiza Now, wherever and for whatever will never be a lawyer.
tions did fine work in making our the courts have been censured, it Don’t believe the sophistry of the
soldiers fit, “the’* day before, and has been because-of its very tender schdols—the impuderit smile of the
it is for this reason largely that in re the ipsi-dixit of some hoary- leçturer as he perverts a fact.
our men proved to be such splendid headed text or opinion given out Keep a clean clear mind of your
soldiers. “This day before prepa before changing conditions and cir own and you can afford to pity the
ration is just what is needed here cumstances had buried it, or them, poor muddled brain that harbors
at home.. In the home, the church, under the rubbish heap .pf the the thought of law as a science.
thé Sunday school, the day school used-up yesterdays.
Equally slyky equivical is the
and college fine work is done to fit One does not need to be a Coke suggestion that, tho you may know
young people for the great battles in order to saterize the failures, your client is guilty as a dog, it is
of life.’’ Did you ever think of absurdities, inconsistencies, and your duty (?) as a sworn officer of
Sunday as “The Day Before” we ills of the law ; any. fool can do the court to defend the guilty one
begin the work of the week, and that. The wise man, who is also to the best of your ability. As one
th : at the success or lailure in our the just man, inquires in èaçh case of thé preachers of this sophistry
enterprises depend upon the “Day the conditions under which 'his nuts it: “Every one is entitled to
of preparation.” / Use next Sunday own case is to be experimented, his day/in court. It is your duty
so that both your soul and body and he remembers that the medium to see that his day is fair.”
will be in prime condition for the thru which every law system works We do not need to tell you, that
battle of thé week.
for better, for worse, is our finite idea orignated in the brain of a
Public worship next Sunday pâture. In being worked out—we lawyer that wanted a fee. Such
morning at 10.30. The Sunday mean the trial of your case, a theo suggestions are absurd, untruthful,
School will meet at the close of retically perfect system of law can dishonorable. And equally absurd
the preaching service for a very hot escapé the defects of humanity^ js the plea that a lawyer could not
helpful hour o’f Bible study. We Uriless he has good sense—and his live if he abandoned himself to the
will gladly share the pleasure of brain has not been ankylosed by I proper .and methodical prepara
this hour with ydu.
the seductive game *of “casing,” a tion of the case.
Union Service on Sunday even learned cdurisër is so much bad The lawyér/’if he is anything, is
ing at thé Unitarian Church. There fish in any case.
the comer stone of justice, thefewill be no Sunday evening service Just a word as to the certainty fore>is the preservation of equity
at the Baptist church.
of What Mr. Parker calls the “fun which is the better arm of human
The mid weék social service on damentals” of the law. Do you ity. In the interest of honor he
next Wednesday evening at 7.30. know that there are as many va must resist, implacably resist, en
There -are many good places to go rieties of these as there are States croachment by any self-interest.
on this evening, but the very best in thé Union ? And besides the And he must bear in mind, always,
place, where you will get the up State laws, there are the general that the community will suffer if
lift of soul is the mid week social national laws ard the municipal he is not honest to his 'trust. We
service.
and local laws. Take the most im know that a great many lawyers
The “Children’s Day Concert is portant institution of all pur 15ws whose consciences are led with a
in process of preparation. Sunday —the most “fundamental/’—mat fee, do not suspect that they are
June 22 will be observed as Chil-I rimony; how “is reverence for it not only injuring the ideal of jus
dren’s Day.
to be inculcated under thé existing tice—law, but their own future in
The Ladies Missionary Circle contraditions and anomalies?” A the State.
will meet with Mrs. Tilton on Fri
day afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The Young People’s Lawn Party
on the Lawn of Miss Levina Knight
at the head of Storer Street on
Friday evening. Ice cream will be
on sale. Plenty, of fun for all. Be
sure and be present and get your
—AT—
share of the sports.
CHAPTER I CONTINUEP

Fire Sale!

FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Residence 1 High St.,
Tel. 45-8
Morning Service at 10.30. The
minister preach on the subject
“The Axe at the Roots.”
Sunday School at 11.45 A. M.
Barry Bible Class.
Evening Service at 7.00 Union
Service in this church with sermon
.. to the Class of 1919 of the Kenne
bunk High School, “The Threefold
Growth.”
Tuesday Evening June 17th at
seveh o’clock in the church vestry
a supper will be served'to the men
of. this parish. All men who are in
any way connected with this parish
even though not attendants at its
services, are cordially and urgently
, invited to be present. There will
be a good time. You ought not to
miss it.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the neighbors,
friends and shopmates for all
deeds -of kindntess, also for the
beautiful flowers sent us in our
recent bereavement.
Mrs. Lillian Hill,
Marion Hill,
Roland Hill.
June 11, 1919.

For Sale:—A ladies’ bicycle.
Practically new . Will be sold at
a great bargain. Particulars at
this office.

Eat More Beans
SWASEY BEAN MTS
NAME IS STAMPED- ON EVERY ONE
Swasey Bean Pots are on sale
* at all first class stores

E. SWASEY & C0M Portland, Maine

Straw
and
Sport
Hats

By J. D. Hallen-

sairs

Acme
Theatre

All have the KNOX

Mark of their Exclus
iveness and the Knox
Standard of Smartness
Dependable and Smart

nil MS (0
New Fashions for the
Early Summer

Hart Schaffner & Marx
Especial Features

In Country Clothes
All Men Who Dress With Distinction Wear The HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX MODELS
They make an unfailing appeal to those who insist upon staying qualities and

faultless workmanship
They’re so Comfortable’’, says the up-to-date man who wears only these Fur
nishings to be had at the shop of

Haskell & Jones Company
PORTLAND

HEARD IN PORTLAND

HAINE

THE AERIAL MAIL

ByH. A. G.
That Portland is the finest town
in
Maine;
has
the
finest
harbor
in
Since
June
1, 1919, by arrange
KENNEBUNK
the world ; and the finest liquor ment with the War Department,
traffic.
the Forest Service of the U. S. De
That Peaks Island is the most partment of Agriculture hasz been
distant point from' Portland—in a using the airplane to patrol the
national forests. Also, observa
log.'
That we clearly remark two clas tions covering a large part of the
Monday Only June 16 ses of residents Th Portland—“le Angeles National Forest was be
lapin garrenne et le lapin de gun from a captive balloon station
choux.” The former is fair game. ed over the army balloon School
Water St., Biddeford
“Le lapin de choux”—be careful near Arcadia, Calif.
of this rabbit—il casanier, tisanier Besides this, two routes of air/ayant une peur atroce de la fatigue, plane patrol work will be operated
Now going on
des courants d’air, et de ^ous les from March Field, 12 miles south
accidents quelconques pouyent west of Riverside, Calif. Two
Everything in hardware
Amener la mort/’
planes will be used on each route,
That there are no liars in Port- the routes will be about 100 miles
202 Main Street,
ROOFING PAPER
and—not even in South Portland long, and each route will be cover
pÇ-or Deering—nor the Sherriffs ed twice the day.
uJffice. Residents of Portland don’t Again we have in the experience
The largest line in town at fire
“le; they deceive themselves. They of Harry Hawker and Commander
prices
lon’t always tell the truth—but Grieve-proof of the fact that it is
HI
believe they are telling it. not success so much that counts as
•
JL« • 1—^heir tales, to them, are a kind of the courage of endeavor. We never
Ready Mixed Paints
airage. Yes, mirage! You don’t stop to compare the failures of the
TAMATO»!"\hink so? Well visit Portland; you Spartans at Thermopyle’s pass, or
Garden Tools
1 1 ICf «J C W C1C1 y-y -theil see You’will see that in
SAM’S PLACE
1A1* Main QtrPAt
;Eis bewitched town the air—-Jiot the crucifixion with the great suc
lol IVldin direct, J
transfigures everything and cesses, so called, of time. We
Water St., Biddeford
Next Door to Biddetnakes it greater than nature. The know that those were the points
Unioh Station is larger than' the
“MICKEY” UH “MICKEY” THE Grand Central of N. Y, C. You of imperial success. That there
was the courage to-do and dare;
GREAT
will see Monument Square greater
Tuesday—John Barrymore in than the Place de Concorde; you and that we were deprived of the
“TEST OF HONOR”
will see the organ in the City Hall vast satisfaction of seeing some
BUrtdn Holmes
Pictograph —-Oh, but! there is nothing in the' thing thrilling finished cuts no ice
Wednesday
and
Thusday
Fully appreciating your patron “THE WOMAN THOU GAVEST universe like it—it—it—Oh, it just in the thrill that comes to us from
it! You will see— .... Ah, yes,
age in the past and knowing that
ME”
the only liar in Portland—if there the tangled, web of 'the unaccoun
you wish to co-operate with us in Sunshine Comedy “Damaged 1No is one, is the atmosphere! All that table ways of fortuné.
Good”
making a bigger, better and more
it covers it exaggerates. What is In any event, Hawker has demon
Friday—May Allison in.
Paris compared to Portland! A strated that, in any circumstances,
prosperous paper, we make this
HER INSPIRATION”
sub-station of France. What is flying is perfectly safe, unless you
announcement. All copy for ad Eddie“Polo
in the 14th Episode of
!... Only a place to change fall. If one has 3, few hundred
vertising must be in not later than “THE LURE QF THE CIRCUS”- Chicago
cars going West
What—that’s
6 o’clock Tuesday night to ensure
Saturday—Edith Roberts in
the point..... What is ?.... But, feet above; his landing, land or sea,
“
SUE
OF
THE
SOUTH
”
we can extricate himself
nimsen irom
from most i
publication in Thursday’s Enterdon’t forget, it you hear it in Port he
Current Events
,Ford Weekly land, it is not a lie... It is a mirage. any difficulty—from the loss of aj
I prise.
*.

MACE

SPECIAL

“Mickey” “Mickey”

Also Special

Notice to Advertisers !

propeller to the smallest motor
trouble. So that Hawker, when all
is said, given the courage, was in
little real danger—nothing like
what he would have been in going
over the top in the yesterdays.
The gréât—and it is extreme,
danger of flying is the chance of
being caught in a storm. In a
thunder storm the winds rage with |
almost unbelievable violence, and
the unfortunate airman who is
caught in one is whirled and batter
ed in all directions, and his ship
is frequently torn to pieces. There
have been only a few survivors of
such adventures who haw return
ed to tell the tale.

Mrs. Mabel Huff
is prepared to do hair and
•ji scalp treatment, facial
massage and manicuring by apDointment.

Enterprise
$100, A YEAR

WHAT WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS ARE
Safe investments. Uncle Sam _never fails.
Profitable Investments. 4 interest compounded qnarterjy.
Easy investments. 25c* to $3000, any amount, at any time.

w. s. s.

KEEP JON SAVING! !
Sick Fund
Accident Fund
Unemployment* Fund
Emergeney/Fund
Capital
*

Q,.

Your money back,
WITH INTEREST,
upon ten days*
notice ANY
TIME.

~R

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNÈBÜNk, MAÌNÈ

Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
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Smith Byilding
Corner Main and Franklin Streets
Biddeford, Maine

James G. C. Smith

Commencing Saturday Morning
June 14 for Seven Days until and in
cluding Saturday, June 21

Ladies’ and Misses’ Coat and Suit Shop

JUNE CLEARANCE SALE
Agreeable to our usual custom .at this season of the year-=before the regular Summer Season
open, we shall place our entire stock in a Clearance Sale at CLEARANCE SALE PRICES

Commencing SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 14
Former prices not considered.
Everything in our entire stock marked down.
The prices quoted below will interest you and an opportunity to be taken advantage of

For SEVEN DAYS until and including SATURDAY, June 21.

-

.

'

LADIES’ AND MISSES’ SUITS

COATS

Our entire stock of Suits, both Ladies’ and Misses’ sizes
from 16 to 46. Cut in prices as follows: All the newest
shades and materials.

Ladies’ and Misses’ Coats, sizes from 16 to 46, in Serges,
Poplin, Mixtures, Wool Velours, Silvertone Cloth, etc.
Clearance Sale Prices as follows;

$25.00 Suits, cut to each .
$30.00 Suits, cut to each
$35.00 Suits, cut to each .
$40.00 Suits, cut to each
$45.00 -Suits, cut to each
$50.00 Suits, cut to each .

$16.75
$1875
$22.50
$27.50
$32.50
$37.50

DRESSES
Silk Dresses at the following Clearance Sale Prices

$20.00 Silk Dresses at
$25.00 Silk Dresses at
$27.50 Silk Dresses at
$30.00 Silk Dresses at

$12.98
$16.75
$18.75
$22.50

$25.00 Coats, Clearance Sale Price
$30.00 Coats, Clearance Sale Price ..
$35.00 Coats, Clearance Sale Price
$40.00 Coats, Clearance Sale Price .
$45.00 Coats, Clearance Sale Price

$16.75
$18.75
$22.50
$27.$0
$32.50

CAPES
. - Newest Models in Capes in Prices as follows:
$15.00 Capes at .
. $9.98
$18.50 Ciapes at
$12.98
$22.50 Capes at'
$14.98
$25.00 Capes at
$18.50
$30.00 Capes at
$22.50
$35.00 Capes at
$27.50

WOOL DRESSES

ODD SILK DRESSES

In Serges, Poplins and Panama Cloth, all in one Idt $20.00,
$22.50 and $25.00 Dresses, choice, all sizes, at each-..........
$16.98

We have about 35 odd Silk Dresses ranging in price from
$16.98 to $22.50, the entire lot on sale at each
$9.98

WASH DRESSES

MARABOU NECKPIECES

$7.50 to $8.50 Wash Dresses in the sale at each
............................................
$5.98
The above dresses are in Lawns, Ginghams and Voiles

Special Prices on Marabou Neckpieces this sale at
$6.98, $7.50 $8.75
In both black and the natural shades

DOLMANS
Ladies’ and Misses’ Dolmans in all the new and desirable
shades, sizes 16 to 46, in Serges, Poplin, Wool Ve
lour, Silvertone, etc. Prices for the Clearance Sale as
follows:

$25.00 Dolman priced at ...
$30.00 Dolman priced at ..
$35.00 Dolman priced at ...
$40.00 Dolman priced at ..

$16.75
$18.75
$23.50
$25.00

DRESS SKIRTS
Wool Skirts in Serges and Poplins, cut in the price as
follows:
$4.98
$ 7.50 Skirts, cut to, each
$ 8.50 Skirts cut to, each
$5.98
$10.00 Skirts cut to, each
$6.98

I
I -

SILK DRESS SKIRTS

$ 7.50 Taffeta Silk Skirts cut to, each ...
$10.00 Taffeta Slik Skirts cut to, each..
$12.50 Taffeta Silk Skirts cut to, each .

$5.98
$7.50
$9.98

WOOL PLAID SKIRTS
We have placed our entire stock of Wool Plaid Skirts in
one lot. Former prices $12.50, $13.98, $14.98 and $15.00.
Choice of any skirt at, each . . ;................................. . $9.98
WASH SKIRTS
White Wash Skirts in this sale, at each . .$2.98 and $3.98

James G. C. Smith, Smith Building, Corner Hain and Franklin Sts., Biddeford, Plaine
Willie Lamontagn^, a member of Born Tuesday, June 10th to Mr.
the Depot Brigade, has recently ar and Mrs. Archie Clark a son.
rived from overseas;
We sell Waterman’s Ideal, the
Beginning June 16th the Acme Worlds stand and fountain pen, in
many
styles, Fiske the druggist bn
Theatre changes its time, of start
the corner.
Adv.
Mrs. S. M. Tvedt has returned ing evening show from 7 to 7.30. I
Seventeen of the members of
home, after having spent several
Thè Ethel May Shorey Company
week in the West. ;
are taking a few days rest stopping the Lotus Class of the Baptist
at
the Preble House in Portland. church spent'the day with their
Mrs. H. S. Tvedt and children,
Colorite your staw hat,'all colors teacher, Mrs. Charles Brown at
Howard and Ellen, of Pittsburgh
Drakes Island, Tuesday, June 10.
are spending the, summer at the at Fiskes drug store on the corner. About one o’clock they all sat down
Adv. to an ideal dinner. Then for a
home of Mr. and-Mrs. S. M. Tvedt.
The graduating exercises of the stroll on the beach. Class meet
Mrs. John Everly of Jeanette, Pa.
announces the engagement of her Grammar School will occur in the ing, games and jokes.were a paît
daughter, Miss Flora Salvatore, to Opera House Thursday evening bf of the program. When it was time
to leave everybody declared it was
E.L. Tvedt of Kennebunk, Maine. this week.
a perfect time, place; and day.
Married in Biddeford, Wednes The Lotus Class will hold a food Those present
day, June eleventh, By the Rev. L. sale Friday June 20 at-the Baptist Mrs. Charles Brown
C;:Holmes, Frank B. Emery of Bid Vestry at 3 o’clock. No food will
Mirs. Mary Hall
deford, and Mrs. Mary J. Ba^ch, of be sold before the sale begins.
Miss Emma Jones
Kennebunk.
Miss E. A. Clark of Portland who
Miss Mary Jones
has
been
stopping
at
the
home
of
Mrs. Annie Pitt, is enjoying a
Mrs. Susie Jpy
two weeks outing at Beachwood. It R. W. Lord for the past two weeks
Mrs. Julia Small
is expected that a number of the or more returned to her home Mon Mrs. Galucia
Camp Fire Girls will spend the day.
Mrs. Marion Pitts
week end with Mrs. Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Finlay Mrs. Jessie Phillips
Mrs. Etta Littlefield
Kents Hill Seminary has won son of Rye Beach will spend Mr.
thirteen straight games this season Finlayson’s vacation in town at.the Mrs. Eliza Hall ‘
Mrs; Dizzie Littlefield
and clearly won the Championship R. W. Lord homestead on Summer
Mrs. Rachel Somers
of the State, in baseball. Several street.
Mrs. Leona Allison
Kennebunk boys attend the school.
Quality ice cream in five flavors
Mrs. Waddigton
The Fidelis Class of the Baptist at Fiskes drug store on the cor Mrs. Villa Jones
S; S. met last week with Mrs. Hat ner.
AdV.
Mrs. Minnie Lord
tie Welch on Brown street. It was
. Use Sunset soap dyes, will not
a business and social meeting and Wesley Allison of Philadelphia stain
hands or soil utensils, sold by
cake, fancy cookies and fruit was a week end visitor. He came
Adv.
punch were served by the hostess on à business trip. Mr. Allison Fiske the druggist.
during the evening. -The next meet was the owner of a, beautiful car What is marriage? Is it the ex
ing will be with Mrs. Hattie Getch- Which was stolen, and when* recov ecution of a contract? Is it the
ered was damage^ so that it was a
ell on Park street.
total Ib.ss to the owner., Mr. Alli signing of a register? Is it even
The Artesian Well Co., of N. H., son’s family are expected to arrive the taking of an oath before an al
located at Dover in that State have .at the Beach sometime thè latter tar? No, Marriage is the sacred
just completed a well for Mr. J. E. part of this month.
covenant which: two souls make
Curtis At Narragansett Hotel, Ken
with each other, the woman with
nebunk Beach, well giving 30 gal. *■ The Mpusam Lodge I. O. O. F. the man, the man with the woman,
per minute at depth of 100 feet. will hold a Memorial Service, in when she chooses him from all
Mr. G. D. Iovine will be pleased to Odd Fellows hall next Sunday af other men, when he chooses, her
call on any one in need of a water- ternoon at two thirty o’clock. from all other women, to belong to
supply. It will be a good opportu There will be special music and each other forever.’* Fron Hall
nity to have a well while machine brief addresses by Geo. A. Gilpat- Caine’s “The Woman Thou Gavest
is in town.
ric P. G. M., P. G. R. and Rev. Bro. Me.” WilT be seen at the Acme
*Page & Shaws Candy of excell Will S. Coleman. All members are next Wednesday and Thursday af
ence for sale by Fiske the’druggist requested to be present and friends ternoon and evening. Usual
prices, t
oh the corner.
Adv. are cordial! invited.

KKAL NOTES

BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK

By F. McDonald

Big Fourth of
July Celebration
reaps

The new lawn mower
clean.
Democracy; Discipline; Peace.
An easy way to say Bolchivism;
Punishment; War.
Education; Justice; Verity. That
means getting right down to Brass
tacks.
Let us make a standard which
all good citizens can live by.
Whether the next age shall be
Despotic or Democratic does not
depend on us. In spite of our
thought the gods of-then shall say.
The web of the future is being
woven in the loom of time; but we
will have no yoice in its coloring.
Since the Cheops, and millions
of years before, mankind has been,
fundamentally, just what it is this
day.

The promise of the ages:—Ampleiand, productions for individ
ual liberty, assembling of peoples
of every tongue and tribe tp dwell
together in union and equality, all
filled by the same ideals and seek
ing the same goal—for the first
time in history Man and opportu
nity meet. Yes they do!—and be
hold what Opportunity is doing to
Man.

Notice To Advertisers J
Fully appréciating your patron
age in. thé past and knowing that
yôù wish to co-operate with.us in
making a bigger, better and more
prosperous paper, we make this
announcement. All copy for ad
vertising must be in not later than
6 o’clock Tuesday night to ensure
publication in Thursday’s Enter
prise.

|

EUROPEAN PLAN

|

BIDDEFORD, MAINE

Special Sunday Dinner, $1.00

|

Rooms with or without Private Bath I
Twenty-five Minutes from Kennebunk
|
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The Only Shade Made With a Ventilato«"

Porch
Furniture
AND

Vudor Porch
Shades
r

SelP
Hanging

,

Vudor

\fentilating
Bporch

SHADES^

If for the home or cot
tage — our Summer
Furnishings are com
plete and at prices a
bit lower than others.
See our stores for dis
tinctive lines.

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies
Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine

Enterprise Ads. Pay

I

The
Thacher
HOTEL THACHER CO., Props.

f

|
Biddeford and Saco are planning
|.
to make the “Fourth” the biggest
gala ¿day in the history of the two
pitiés. A joint celebration is be |
ing arranged, committees having
been chosen and tentative plans |
submitted’ to various sub-commit
tees for development.
. A featurè of the dây will be the
^presentation of medals to^all those
who wefe in the service from the
two cities, who number between
iiine hundred and a thousand.. A
dinhër will be served also to thege
returned soldiers and sailors, as
thè. célébration is to combiné a
“Welcome Hdme” with the Inde
pendance Day observance.
Thére will be an unusually ♦arge
parade oTcivil and military organ
izations, with decorated autbmo- l,
.biles ¿itid floats, accompanied by
several bands. A series of sports
is ib be arranged for the afternoon,
a big ball game will be on the list, 1
and, if plans fail not, an aeroplane !
demonstration will form one of the
attractiprs.:
1'Band concerts will be frequent
^and some speakers of note will ad
dress the thousands who will be
present. Fireworks will close the
day’s program, and this 4th will be
one to be long remembered.
' It is expected that fhis celebra
tion will prove to bèjhe center of
attraction for the surrounding
towns and that rot only will Bidde
ford and Saco be in gala mood, but
that a* considerable part of York
County: Will be represented in the
throngs expressing their patriotism
and appreciation of our soldiery
in this demon stration.

RESTAURANT A LA CART

Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

* KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
___
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CHILDREN’S DAY
’ One of the-best concerts ever
given at^the Methodist Church was
that of last Sunday evening. The
morning service had been «a most
enjoyable one with its spécial mu
sic and handsomely decorated pul
pit but the program given- by the
pupils of the Sunday school re
flected great credit upon their Su
perintendent, teachers, and upon
the young people themselves. It
was all so good that it would be
hard to select any one number but
the final tableaux was considered
by many one of the best things of
the many good things on the pro
gram which follows :— \
PROGRAM
Opening Song by Choir.
Scripture Reading, Prayer Pastor
Little Things
Alice Larsen
A Little Elag ,
Florence Louis
Blossom Time
Quartette
Recitation'
- Ruth Babine
Watching and Listening „ ,
Francis Larsen, Liona Goodwin
A Rose Sermbn Susie Waterhouse
Song
;
Primary Deartipent
Remark, Collection- . • '
Exercise
Beginners Class
Household Pet Alice Waterhouse
Recitation •
Elliot Hill
Song
Frances. Hatch
*One Mother
Helen Bradbury
Recitation
Ida Sawtélle
Keep the Glad Song Ringing
- Quartett
Just Say No
Frances Hatch
The Daises
Gertrude Hatch
Violin Splo ’
'Everard Horr
*What the Daises Say—
' Nellie Hutchins
Selection
. Uhoir
Pageant /. “Heirs of Liberty” by
Nine Young Ladies
Singing ofx America
*Absent. -

EMERY—BALCH.
A very quiet wedding but one of
much interest to many persons in
Biddeford was celebrated Wednes
day when Frank B. Emery-and Mrs.
Mary J. Balch were made man and
wife by Rev. Léstér C. Holmes of
the Adams Street Baptist Church.
Mr. Emery is a valued employe of
Joseph Stride and previously and
for some years was connected with
thè Andrews and HOrigan Co. He
Was at one time clerk of the city
cpfincil.- He is a native of Bidder
ford and a citizen- of substantial
worth, although of the type of man
who hides his light under a bushel;
Mrs. Emery, the bride, comes of a
highly respected fairiily in Kenne
bunk, and has a wide circle of
friends 'there. The ' newljrweds
will reside in thia city—Biddeford
Journal, Thursday evening.
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Happy Jack in School

SATURDAY SPECIALS
That Should Be Of Interest To You—Items Especially Selected And Under-

priced For Saturday’s Selling

Da you know Happy Jack? Of hasn’t that name a familiar ring?—
course you dp, for he is, the children's jand is used "in a ^school in Beverly to
patron of thrift'; but that need npt, increase interest in the Happy Jack
deter any grown-up from becoming a ¡clubs.
Happy Jack member, for even Presi-■ Happy Jack Squirrel is seen seated
dent Wilson is one, and proud of the ¡at a table, in the panel bn the front
distinction.
of the big tree. He has a Thrift chest,
Happy Jack IS represented by a in front of him, and a couple of frisky
keen-eyed squirrel with the cutest of fellows are climbing the ladder to
red coats, and the wise sayings he add their mite, while other Happy
puts forth are worth heeding. He is Jacks are scurrying through the forest
well established in the New England in the same direction.
schools, where besides teaching thrift, This is the spirit of the Happy Jack
which is his specialty, he dispenses a clubs. In the school referred to, as
sunshiny spirit that is infectious. .
i each pupil joins a squirrel is added
Thornton W. Burgess, author of the to the picture, bearing the initials of
Bedtime Stories which are the delight I the hew member.
of the young folks, is the creator of| Mr. Chace writes: “Our children
Happy Jack, and he sent the above]have enjoyed yodr Happy Jack Thrift
photograph to the War Savings Divis Club very much, and the plan has re
ion in Boston. Mr. Burgess received sulted in the' saving of hundreds of
it from Mr. Chace, the superintendent dollars in Thrift and War Savings
of schools of Beverly, Mass. It was stamps, which otherwise would have
originated by’ Miss Lucy Larcom— been more or less wasted.”

TWO PATRIOTIC CHILDREN.
Salvage Play.

By Gussie Green, 10 years, Everett School, Boston.

SAVING AND HAVING.

An Old Fable Applied to Present
Conditions.

Save and have!
B
Remember the^ story of the ant and
Characters:
grasshopper? Thè ant worked and
Fathet-----: ,........-______Mr. Franklin saved. The end of each day found
... Mrs. Franklin him with a little more added to what *
MotherEnrfly, Benjamin he had the day* before. The grass
Children—
hopper danced and sang and fiddled
Junk Ma n
his time away. Winter came; the ant
Benjamin—Mother, Emily and I had plenty. The grasshopper had
have been thinking of a plan.
¡nothing; he had*not saved. He went
Mother—What is it? I hope you’ve itb the ant and asked for help. Said
not been up to mischief.,
¡the ant; “While I worked, you fooled
Phnlly—We’re going to clean 1 the your timé away. You can dance now
attic and cellar, and sell the trash.for for all I care.”
cash. ■
•I
Are you an ant-person or a grasshop
Mother—What wise children. I per-person? Some timé aye you going
know papa will be pleased.
to have to ask for help and will some
Papa (coming home from work)— one tell you to dance; or will you be
Why are these faces so flushed?!
Independent?
Tim fly—Oh, daddy! . Did you \hear
If you save now, you’ll have later
about our new plan?. We’re going to on. Let the end of every week find
clean the attic and cellar, and ex- more Thrift Stamps on your card. At
change the old things for money.
the end Of every month be able , to
Father—What are you going to do show more War Savings Stamps past
with the money?
ed on your certificate. Buy 1919 War
Emily—We’re going to divide it. Savings Stamps. Lend your money
With half of the money we’re going to to the Government at four per cent
get Thrift Stamps and with the other interest, compounded quarterly, and
half we’re going _tp get seeds and see it grow.
plant a garden. Isn’t that right, Ben Take stock of yourself! What are
A glance, or -rather at long look,, jamin?
you worth? Will next New Year’s
intobne of the windows" of the Benjamin—Yes, Emily, but you for day find you worth more or less?
got
to
tell
him
what
,
we
are
going
,
to
Fiske Drug Store where plans-are
Whifeh will you be; an ant or a grass
hopper?
displayed for the New Memorial do with the flqwers and vegetables.
Emily
—
Perhaps
you
can
guess,
’Save and haye!
High School Building should prove
papa,
what
we
’
ll
do
with
them.an inspiration to every loyal citi Mother—I never did . see such chilzen to do all possible to have the dren! Wasn’t that a good idea?
MY FIRST THRIFT STAMP.
dream of an up-to-date school build ' Fathfei^-When did you say they
ing come true. There is nothing were going to begin?
By Ruth Blank, William Lloyd
this Village needs more than a Mother—Tomorrow.
Garrison School, Boston.
School Building there are plenty
(After School)
[10 years old.
of'generous whole hearted citizens Benjamin—Emily, where are you?'
who are willing to dig deep to help ' Emily—T’rti up in the attic.- Have One day last summer my sister
wanted to go in town. She couldn’t
along the project. What are you
finished your work?;
go on account' of the baby. I asked
gqing to do toward this end when you
Benjamin—No, I have just begun. her if I might take care of. him, ‘‘Yes,
the big drive' begins Wednesday It’s hard workL£*
June 25th? It is proposed to' Emily—O, don’t say it is hard work. you can take care of him,” she said.
Só she wént in town and I took care
start a drive that day and it .is I like it!
of thè baby. The baby was very good
hoped- that at leaat $10,000 will
(The children lay aside all the things for a while. But half an hour.later
be subscribed ; A public Spirited they are going to sell, Mrs. Franklin he jgott cross. Seeing how cross he
and generous citizen of New York frequently coming in to see how they was I put him to. sleep. I started to
and Kennebunk is’willing to -sub are getting along.)
sew when my sister came in. She
scribe $10.000. Several pledges Emily—^-O, Ben, Ben! Look what asked n®e where the baby was. I said,
have already been made for other I’ve found. (Benjamin hurriedly runs “He got cross so I put him to sleep.”
amounts now it is hoped that the up the attic stairs.)
My sister was delighted that he was
drive will secure $10.000-more. A' Ben jamin—That’s the silver brace asleep for he didn’t like to sleep in
let
that
mother
was
looking
for
two
the afternoon. She gave me twentystrong pull, a short pull and a pull
ago.
five cents for taking care of him. The
altogether will put-it over. Think years
Emily
—
I
’
m
going
to
surprise
her.
about the proposition and be ready (Children place the things in a bas clock struck four and I had to go
home. When I passed by the postwith your pledge June 25th.”
and call the junk man.)
office I said to myself, “I am-going to
At last, behold, a new dawn and ketThe
Junk Man—Well, well, I de buy a Thrift Stamp. I don’t know
Kennebunk, and the vanguard of clare! That bundle is worth a dollar what twenty-five cents wiU do, but
the American Republic rises above and fifteen cents. ’ my friends are buying them.” So
the horizon. Here is the promise Benjamin—Won’t teacher be gladt>? all
I went into the postofflee and askéd
for whichx the ages waited^—but Emily—May Smith won’t be plaguing the clerk what Thrift Stamps are for.
wait a bit further—wait!
me any .'more because I only have two He told me about everything. So I
Thrift Stamps. Mother, see what I got a Thrift Stamp, which was my
found,—your silver bracelet.
first one.
Mother—I can hardly tell you how On my way home I met my brother.
grateful I am to.- you for' finding my When he saw the Thrift card he said,
long-lost bracelet You may remem “What is that?” I told him' that it.
ber I offered 50 cents reward for the was a Thrift Stamp and it was going
finder.
Now I shall double the reward, to help the boys a little. When I
Fully appreciating your patron
so that I can help you in backing up said that he Went into the postoffice
age in the past and knowing that Uncle Sam. ' I am pleased that your and
got a stamp also. After that we
you wish to co-operate with us in plan for Thrift Stamps ended so suc kept on saving and were very k happy.
cessfully.

BIG DRIVE FOR
MEMORIAL HIGH
SCHOOL

Begins June 25th

Notice To Advertisers !

making a bigger, better and more
» prosperous paper, we make this
announcement. All copy for, Ad
vertising must be in not later than
6 O’clock Tuesday night to ensure
publication in Thursday’s Enter
prise.
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:
The hen that lays an egg a day Is a
“Nothing is
Is final” said Napoleon gO!d mine for her owner. Take a lesf+m-r» Jena. In
hfter
In r&awcsi
days of
of ni*AenAr<i+w
prosperity in
in-. son from the hen! Lay up for your
sure against emergencies. Buy finan- future by investing regularly In War
cial safety with War Savings Stamps.1 Savings Stamps.

Enterprise Ads. Pay

ENVELOPE CHEMISE 98c
Of finé Nainsook, lace and hamburg trimmed.

x $1.25 and $1.50 WAISTS "98c
New sheer Waists of voile—neat tucks and embroidery.
Our regular 1.25 and 1.50 values, 98c
GOWNS AT 98c
Of fine quality nainsook—hamburg trimmed and rib
bon run—"also fine embroidered fronts. An unusual value
at 98c
•

GEORGETTE WAISTS $3.98
'A beautiful assortment of soft Georgette Waists in
all the new shades. Neatly trimmed with contrasting embroidery. $5.00 values at $3.98.
vMIDpiES AT $1.98
^Misses’ Middies in white with collars of contrasting
shades’; neat eThb/’oidery trimming; other smocked.
WOMEN’S UNION SUITS 59c REGULAR 79c VALUE
Low neck, sleeveless, lace trimmed knee—sizes 7 and
8.0'iily.^,.

JABOT COLLARS 50c
A small lot of net Jiabot collars—lace trimmed. Very
popular With suits; To close 50c.
SILK GLOVES 79c, $1.00 VALUE
Colors white, tan and black—-embroidered backs of
contrasting shades. An unusual value at 79c.
WOMEN’S FIBRE HOSE 75c
10 dozen Fibre hose in colors Champagne, Maize, Rose,
Grey, Silver, Suede and Tan. For Saturday 75c ,

SILK AND FIBRE HOSE $1.25
Women’s Silk and Fibre Hose; seem in back—double
heel and toe1—all colors and sizes. Special for Saturday
$1.25 ’ RUSSIA CRASH, 20c YD.
? 500 yards of Government Bleached Russia Crash—
Bought to sell for 25c—Saturday 20c yd.

EXTRA HEAVY CRASH, 25c YD.
Unbleached and of extra heavy absorbent quality—
for Saturday 25c yd.'
k

RED STAR DIAPER CLOTH, $1.59 pc.
18 and 29 inches wide—10yds. to the pc—for Saturday
$1.59

HUCK TOWELS, 25c ea.
18 x 36—with red borders—Our regular 29c value—
for Saturday 25c ea.

SHEETS 79c

72 X 90 Our reg. $1.00 value for Saturday 79c
TURKISH TOWELS, 25c ea.
18 X 38—fine quality.

HILL BLEACHED COTTON, 25c YD.

.36 in. wide—soft finish—perfect quality. Our regu
lar 39c quality—-for Saturday at 25c yd.
DAMASK,J1.00 YD.
72 in. $1.50 quality—for Saturday. $1.00 yd.

-

YORK GINGHAMS, 25c yd.

27 in. wide an elegant array at páttern-—for Saturday
25c yd. ;
1 / '’ ' ' ✓
' .Í
3X in. BATES GINGHAMS; 35c yd.
Our regular 39c quality—for Saturday—35c yd.

BUNGALOW APRONS, $1.29

Mostly dark shades—Our regular $1.50 values—for
Saturday $1.29.

CHILREN’S ROMPERS $1.00
Our regular $1.25 values—Made of seersucker and
chambray—full and firmly made. For Saturday $1.00

WOMEN’S GINGHAM DRESSES, $¿98
A group of gingham dresses—$8.00 values specially
underpriced for Saturday at $5.98. All new an,d desirable
in style.

SILK POPLIN SKIRTS, $4.98
Colors black; Navy and Taupe. Gathered back—wide
belt and patch pocket trimmed with buckle. An extraor
dinary value. For Saturday $4. 98,

SILK DRESSES $15.00
Up to $22.50 values. Dresses of Taffeta, Crepe and
Satins. Sleeves of Georgette and beautifully embroidered
trimming. Unusual values.
NAVY SERGE SUITS, $25.00
Fine mannish serge suits in tailored models—A lucky
purchase enables us to sell these for Saturday at $25 in
stead of $35.

TAFFETA COATS, $18.50
Black and Navy—values up to $35.00. Beautiful styles
and trimmed most effectively. Special for Saturday $18.50

CHILDREN’S COATS, $10.00
Ybur unrestricted choice of any child’s coat that was
formerly $12.50 and $12.98 for Saturday $10.00.

WASHABLE SILK PETTICOATS, $3.98
‘ White Washable Silk petticoats—double panel front /
and back—for Saturday, $3.98.

MARABOU CAPE, $10.00
$12.98 value—black and Natural—for Saturday $10.00-

CHILDREN’S SILK DRESSES, $6.98

\
MARABOU SCARF, $12.98
Trimmed with ostrich—seven strands—iOiir $16.50
value for Saturday, $12.98.

Sizes 6 to 10—former values as high as $12.50. A
splendid assortment, bf styles and colors. For Saturday
$6.98.

VOILE DRESSES, $4.98
Figured voile dresses—charming in style. Special for
Saturday, $4.98.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Children’s Sunday York County
A good audience attended the
Water Rates
Classified Ads Children
’s Day Concert at the Con
gregational
Church
Sunday
at
five
------- IN——*------ ■—
o’clock. Besides the following
To Continue
THE ENTERPRISE programme, which was very nicely
READ THE

YORK COUNTY W. t II. MEETS
IN KITTERY

Sunrise Studio

When you go to Ogunquit, as We W. Hawkins. He disclaims being
carried out, Mrs. Goodnow’s organ
are sure* you will after you read -an artist^ yet. In any event, he is
playing was .exceptional fine, and
this account of what there is to be self-taught. This is his fourth
Decision Rendered by the Public The York County vWoman’s Chris homes, ^public schools, . Sunday seen there, dp riot fail to call da year at’the Sunrjse;. and he has
Joseph
Cole
’
s
beautiful
selection
Schools
and
libraries
;
and
it
is
j
tian
Temperance
Union
convened
Advertisements will be printed
Utilities Commission.
was well sung. The Delta Alpha
JM(f. John W. HaWkiris at the Sun- sold every view of the sunrise he
at the Christian Church Kittery, our belief that a woman to be eli-1I rise!
under this heading the first
S. S. class of the church, as usual,
Studio. We saw the latch has been able to make. We are
gible
to
office
in
our
organizai
.
on
Wednesday
June
4th
with
the
week for 25 cents, three
provided potted plants, which were
tion should be a subscriber to string hanging outside the door, sure, the seventy-five now on the
following
program.
A
decision
was
rendered
today
weeks for 50 cents.
presented to the children as they
and the notice, “Walk In,” and that walls^will not begin to supply the
Service led by Mar our papers.
marched around the aisles. The by the Public Utilities Commission thaDevotional
The above resolutions were adop brot us into a new world—a world demand for this season. And every
Remick.
ordering
that
the
present
schedule
offering was a special one, for the
m’prning, rain or shine, John W.
Meeting called to order by the ted from the resolution received by of continuous Sunrise.
benefit of the Grenfel Hospital for of the York County Water company President,
The walls of the studio are cov Hawkins is out looking for other
the State Convention, December 5.
Mrs.
Pollard.
Appoint

be
Continued
in
effect
until
further
Sunrises
to conquer.
children.
FOR SALE
orderedzby the coinmission and ment of committees on Courtesies, Beliving that our soldiers and ered with finished, planned; drafted
Music (Prelude)
One
might
think, among all of
and
sketched
pictures
of
dawn
—
of
sailors
still
need
the
,
protection
Credentials
and
Resolutions.
. Large Work Horse, excellent Prayer
Mr. Coleman that on ór before October 15,1919, Welcome by, Mrs. Mae Googins. from the drink evil; that the call] Sunrise. Sunrise in the winter— the views, there would be copies—
worker, absolutely kind and reli- Singing by the School No.. 13.
the company present to this com
Response by Mr&. E. A. Goodwin. for conservation, that we feed peo-1 angry too^ingi sky thru wMich the there is nothing ôf thé kind; each
able. Price reasonable, apply to Welcome
Arlene and Dorrance mission a statement of its operate Greetings
...........................
..
in*.other lands, continue,
We sun glows with all the serenity of Sunrise is the individuality of the
from our State Press, pies
Will Hanscom,' Kennebunk Land Recitation
ing
revenues
and
expenses
for
the
Evelyn Smith i
deplore-the action taken by Presi mid-summer; Sunrise in the spring day it wris sketched; and-each one
Mrs.
Althea
Quimby.
ing.
'
5-5-3t.% pd. Seven Pennies
first
nine
months
of
the
year
1919,
Robert Webber
dent Wilson regarding beer and tiirie—soft blue dawn With mellow tells its own story of the. coming
supported by the oath of one of its Music
Love, Loyalty and Conquest
strokes of golden yellow below a of the chariot of the sun.
wine.
Report
of
Secretary
principal
officers.
The
decision
of
FOR SALE, 60 acre farm on the Evelyn Littlefield, Ruby Wells, the commissioners says in part:
Mind Sir, or maybe, Madame, did
Resolved, that we appeal to our red stream of molten sunshine;
Report of Treasurer.
Elsie Grendrbn
Whitten road Kennebunk. Smooth
Senators and Congressmen to' Sunrise in summer time when the you ever try to tell of some sunrise
Memorial
“
Under
date
of
Jqne
28,1918,
the
Arnold Watson
field, good orchard, Wood for Our Flag
use their great influence for the Whole eastern horizon burns a liv you had seen—when the whole at
Public Utilities Commission of Noon-tide Prayer
home use, good water, good build Thoughts and Words
enactment of a measure that : ing fire of radiant splendor. Sev mosphere was a glory of colors that
Announcements
Maine
authorized
the
York
County
ings. Price and terms reasonable.
Arba Colemlan
will effectively provide, for, the enty-five complete views of Sunrise Changed more swiftly than you
Afternoon Session
Betty Kimball Water company tó put into effect a Executive Committee Meeting.
Would consider any good auto as I am Glad
enforcement of war-time and sketched thru the year; and elab could name them—that looked im
new
schedule
of
rates,
thereby
in

Parasol and Umbrella, Aurie Balch
part payment.
during the past winter. posible, fantastic, unreal as the
;
Devotional exercises led by Mrs. . constitutional prohibition. Real- orated
creasing
in
some
particulars
the
and Sydney Wells*
Ira B. C. Hall,
izing the harmful effects of the These are now smiling down at the scenes of a dream? Yes? Well,
Julian
Wells?
rates
theretofore
in
effect..
The
Merle Couser;s
43 Cash St., So. Portland. If
Reading of minutes of morning cigarette and also realizing the visitor at the Sunrise Studio. . Ahd from that experience, you will be
Liberty
Marion Hawses commission regarded and designat session. rapid growth of this pernicious we did not know there was such a sure we* cannot paint for you the
ed
this
new
schedule
as
an
emerBells, Maurice Clark,; Carl
in Maine, until, wanderihg éhining radiance of the walls of
habit
aftiong the young people of place
j
.
Reports
of
Committees
on
Reso

Wanted—Chamber .Girl, Wait Summer
Mitchell, Winfield and Ernest gency measure, and in its order lution, Credentials, Executive.
our
country.
<
'
;
along
the
Marginal Walk down at Sunrise Studio^—they have to be
resses and. Bell Boys. Apply to L. ton
provided that such emergency
Wells.
Resolved^
That
We
recommend
as
a
(
Election
of
Officers.
R. Wiliams, Colonial Inn, Ogunquit Wanted
Ogunquit,
we suddenly came upon viewed ¿to be appreciated. And it
Boy
Aura Coleman schedule should suspend the opera Reports of Superintendents
is one of the near-home things, the
union
we
lay
greater
stress
on
j
Maine.
Adv. A Secret,A Francis
it.
and Frederick tion of the schedule then in effect Reports from the Unions
Studio, that we all should see Well
this
particular
line
of
intemper

and that the new schedule should
A word as to the artist, Mr. John done, John W. Hawkips.
Kimball.
ance.
The
Corresponding
Sec

Medal
Contest
TO LET—Rooms over Green Early to Bed Adelaide Blodgett* Cohtihue in effect until July 1, ' Collection ..
retary being absent on account
. John Webner 1919,‘ upon which daté the old Music
leaf’s restaurant. Furnished or Your Part ’
of sickness and fully sensing our ;
Joe Cole schedule would again become effec Adjournment.unfurnished. Apply to Mrs. S. C. Collection, Solo
loss in the absence of this very
Lendall Smith tive, unless the commission on; ap
Griffin,
Main
street. 5-5-19 2t pd Not Lost
canable woman
Evening Session
/
'
Stepping .Stones Miss Clark’s Class plication of this petitioner or upon Singing Onward Christian Sol- Resolved^ We tender our love, re- ;
Recitation
Edwin Parscins its own motion, after hearing, saw diers.
grets and nynipathy and pray
FOR SALE
Recitation
Helen Bonder fit to extend thé opération'of such Scripture Reading Mrs. Almira that eUr Heavenly Father may
One 6ft cut McCormick Mowing Greeting Cards, Dorothy, Merle, emergency schedule or substitute
bless the means used to her;
Buffum.
Machine in good condition. Price
Ernest and Harry another schedule or other rates in Prayer. Mrs. Jerner
speedy recovery that she be once '
$35.00. Inquire of S* C. Hall.
lieu thereof, or finally approve the Music By Quartette of Christian more in our midst.
Singing, No: 19. ;
Adv. 6-5-lt. Distribution of plants.
same as the regular schedule of Church
Resolved, That we express our
rates of the Company.
Benediction.
hearty appreciation to the pastoi»' '
J Address, Rev. Carl L. Nichols.
,.
v
“
0n
May
20,
1919,
the
company
and members of the Christian '
TO LET—Convenient tenement
Collection
LET
US
HAVE
YOUR
COOPERA

submits
an;
application
to
the
com

Church
for their hospitality and
of four rooms. Particulars and
Address. Mrs. Althea Quimby,
TION
mission,
asking
that
the
emergen

co-operation in the, work and all
keys at the Enterprise office.
State President W. G. T. U..
cy schedule of rates now on file be Music
who assisted in making this con
Several furnished or unfurnish
vention both pleasant and profit* :
ed rooms to rent. Prices reason You have all heard the song;of continued until operations become Closing address
able.
able. For further information ap “A Nine O’clock Man in a Twelve) pnore normal. Appended to ‘the Benediction
O
’
clock
Town?
”
Well,
the
reason;
application
was
a
statement
of
thç
The following were elected offi
ply or phone to the Enterprise
of the great popularity of that song operating revenues and expenses cers for the; er suing year:
JUST PLAIN FASEHOOD
Press.
is its great truth. There are toWns for the year ending December 31, President—Mrs. Josephine; Pol
in Maine—towns everywhere in the 1918.
lard
It would be difficult to pack more,
TO LET—For the Summer— H.'S. A, where that kind of a man
Secretary—Miss Julia mal-information into less space
Seven room cottage furnished. In-1 keeps the balance of the population “Upon this application the com H.Recording
Duncan, Kittery.'
th^n We have for the following:
quire of A. J. Rounds, Kennebunk in bed from the time the chickins mission gave notice that it would Corresponding
After the Civil War
Secretary—Miss
port, Maine.
Adv 4t 4-30-19 go-to roost until;the sun scorches hold à public hearing at the town Clara Meserve, Kennebunk.
It will be observed that there
hall in Kennebunk Wednesday,
the toes of the dickybird the next June 4,1919. The company in pre *; Treasurer—Mrs. Almira Buffutn, was no serious trouble about “re*TO LET—Tenement of five rooms day.
adjustment” after the Civil War,
senting its evidence called atten North Berwick.
on Swan street, furnished and suit And those same , men will have tion to the fact that at the hear At this point in the election, it because there was an adequate
Water Street,
Kennebunk, Maine
their
say
—
and
the
last
say
is
what
able for light housekeeping. Ap
ing nearly a year ago there was was unanimously voted to make Protective Tariff law on the statute1
they
want,
in
everything
that
looks
ply for particulars at Enterprise
Mrs. Sarah Lord Cram, who has books. There was no serious diffi
presented
a
Valuation
of
the
pronoffice.
..
Adv. like a riiovement of life. Their ad ertv used by the company in its served us so faithfully, Honorary culty arising from unemployment?
vice, today, is less valuable than
Corresponding Secretary; and the But now, it is altogether different.
the ■ memories of last year’s bird’s public service, and asked that this
WANTED—Parties to know that nest. And they—not the nest, value bé taken for the purposes of Sec. Protem was asked to write There is no Protective Tariff law in*,
Mrs. Cram a letter conveying to her operation, and idleness and unem
the Fairview Hotel will open for want to'have it understood that! he this, hearing as correct. ‘
regular and transient business is still alive—not a bit of it—with “The committee representing the our love , and sympathy, and also ployment is on every hand, accord
¡business Thursday May 1st. For him, it is all over but the “dust to town of Kennebunk stated that it tell her how much she was missed. ing to the official statements of the
The reliance Chat womenkind has sugar-tilled wafers which they sup*
United States Employment Bureau. learned
SUPERINTENDENTS
had no evidence to offer with refer
particulars write-to Miss Daisy M. dust.”
to put iq. crackers is being ported. ’
Littlefield, or telephone to 23-12 The point of this is—we want ence to the matter of value, but Loyal Temperance Legion, Mrs. That is presumably good authority^ well illustrated at the teas being There was no question about the
The only words employed that given for returning soldiers
success of Nettie’s diseovWells, Maine.
3t pd 4-30-19 live men to build, with us, a live that the people of Kennebunk had Eastman, Old Orchard.
as the fragrance of the fresh
Health, Heridity and Medical have -any semblance of verity are sailors.
paper in Kennebunk. Is it worth for years felt some doubt in regard Temperance, Miss Amelia Shap- “the ’United States Employment
of tea which she served added •
Every
.
woman
in
the
value of the property
the inviting repast
WANTED—Woman to help with while? Have *we a nice stairt? to the actual
Bureau.” Ard they are used as has in her pantry a generous sup
the company was employing leigh, West Lebanon.
at the tea hour-»
of. the ^National
‘housework and take care of chil Yes? Well, then, no matter what which
Scientific Temperance Insfrut^ part of a sentence that is utterly ply
in
the
public
service
and
would
not
them almost as much
pany
’
s
always
useful
dren. No cooking, address, A. R. Mr. B. or G. or D. says of this pa be satisfied until a valuation was tion, Mrs. Florence Barry, Kenne false.
the
it breakfast and
sally accepted, products. *.
¡Kennebunkport, Maine. Box 407. per last year—why there was; a made by the commission. They, bunk.
One is not surprised at anything
Nettie, a comely young woman y. B. C. GrahajMg
Kaiser then!—come in and put the
wr Tel. 110.
ndisniMisafeaMg
Sunday School- Work, Mrs. E. A. put out by.these same people—The yeoman of
shoulder to the gun—pr, if.you like therefore, presented a written pe Gdowin, Kennebunk, R. F. D.
American Economist. Their econ form, foun
tition, asking that this commission
it
better,
the
gun
to
the
shoulder.
a company at tea at
Temperance Literature, Miss omy consists.in using as little truth entertaining
FOR SALE
value
the
property
of
the
company
uptown home the other
Have we demonstrated what put
Hattie Spinney, South Eliot.
as the type will carry.
and
then
either
continue
or
re-ad

including
several
young
Story and half cottage of seven of town advertisers think of the
Press, Mrs. Catherine Campbell, Be sure, there never was a time, a battleship in
rooms for sale, at a bargain inquire ENTERPRISE? Yes? Let us then just the rates in the light of the North
Berwick.
after any ' war, that there was “no
She had Fig
of Mrs. B. P. Emery, Lower Kenne make this bit of prediction. The information obtained from such Medal Contests, Mrs. Julia Wdlls trouble
about readjustment; that every
The commission was
bunk.
Enterprise win be having1 its valuation.
rated
a
Kennebunkport.
there was no difficulty arising
the
say from now on in all that con obliged to state that with its small Homes for Homeless Children, from unemployment.” Such a con bisco
That
engineering'force
and
the
amount
NaMaine—all that really conMrs. Lizzie Sargent, North Berwick dition of things would be more tea
- WANTED—Washings and iron cerns
children
of
work
urgently
at
hand
the
valu

ceras a citizen of the U. S. And
Work among Soldiers, Mrs. Ab mysterious than any of the report
ings. Reasonable prices. Tel. the
should have
“Nine O’clock Man” will wake ation could not be. made for some bie Shapleigh, West Lebanon and ed miracles. There has been some
*64-21.
3t. p. up next
year and wonder how it'all little time, and that the decision in Miss Annie Frisbee, Kittery.
thing worse than an earthquake—
robust
appethis
matter
would
have
tó
bé
made
has come tp pass and he not in it.
Work among Sailors, Miss Mae there must be a rebuilding—read
tites is natural and proper. It is a sign
Come into the line of the Maine before any such valuation could Googins, Kittery.
WANTED
justment.
“Boom.” The ENTERPRISE is one have been attempted. This was Flower Mission and Relief Work,
they are strong, well and growing.
of the factors in it*—you can help satisfactory to the committee, their Miss Ida Foss, Old Orchard.
' /Anyone having for sale Antique to
Encourage them—give them N.B.C.
desire
seeming
to
be
that
a
valua

make it a larger one.
¡Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
tion should be .made as soon as Social Meetings and Red Letter
_ Graham Crackers—even beDays, Mrs. Julia Staples, Eliot. »Clocks, Tall- Clocks, Old Glass,
ser
possible.
prham
Wrought Iron, Andirons, Pewter,
now
Suffrage,
Mrs.
Addie
Rounds,
tween meals.
rast—
“Thé évidence presented by the
again,
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
Kennebunkport.
for
company showed that even. with
vealed,■
anything in the Antique line. Any
NATIONAL BISCUIT
a more
A new department was adopted
the
advanced
schedule
of
rates
QEO.
H.
PIPER,
Prop.
On
a
than
bar

one having articles to offer, call
COMPANY
there was a deficit of $1,320.43 for by the convention, Missions; and
edged with
T knew a man
or write.
Temperance
and
Mrs.
Julia
Rich
of
mona
and
Lotus
the year 1918. The manager of
ITfrom France recently,
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNE
had found it very difficult
the. company "went into consider Kennebunk was elected Superin “QUALITY” Our Motto Some bruised leaves lay at thé bbtGARDEN SETS
tom
of
the
basket,
and
the
e
petáis
to
procure
tendent.
bread that was .either
BUNK, MAINE
able detail in regard to the cost of
239 Main Street
emitted a delicate fragrance,. adding palatable or digestible, He had re3 pieces, Hoe, Shovel and Rake, ‘per operation which hé anticipated for The Medal Contest given by chil
charm to the delightfully
course to N. B. C. Graham Crackers.
set.......... .. . .10c, 25c, 50c,75c 89c the year 1919. The price of coal; dren from eleven to thirteen years BIDDEFORD
HOME EMPLOYMENT
MAINE
which is used in the pumping op of age. Their pieces were well se
BRAIDING rugs for. us is pleas
erations of the company, showed lected and well rendered: so well
ant, easy, well-paid work. For
for the month of May a decrease that the judges had a hard time go
particulars Address Phelps & Pink
Garden Trowels
over any of the months of 1918 or ing into fractions the winner was
ham, Inc. '344 Anderson Street,
the first three months of 1919. But Miss Jerner.z The other seven are
10c, 15c, 25c, 35C, 65c~
Portland, Me.
Jan. 8th -19 14t
other materials and suppliés making preparations to hold anGarden, Forks .. .......... .
10c 20c all
used by the company, in the judg other contest very soon.
Ice Picks......... 10c, 15c, 19c, 35c ment
of the manager, bid fair to Our President’s address on reIce Shavers
?. . 10c and 25c stay at
the present level during construction was full’of courage
Grass Shears........... 25c and '50c this
year,
and attion was called to and inspiration and should help us
Sickles......... . . .......... 25c, 39c,'50c the fact that
wages had been? nec to do more efficient work for the
Pruning Shears....... 50c and 75c essarily increased,
so that this Master and for the cause we love.
would add to the expense of the Resolutions adopted at the W. Q.
company for Jhjs year approxi T. U. Convention held in Kittery,
HARD WOOD FOUR FOOT
mately $1,500. This increase in Maine, June 4 1919.
Bathing Caps
-LENGTHS* PRICE $10.00 per cd.
wages will probably equal any sav
19c, 25c, 39c, 50c, 60c, 65c, 75c ing effected by the company on its Resolved, That as the Scriptures,
GREEN AND DRY PINE SLABS Water
Wings ........................ 39c coal consumption, so it is apparent - history, exact science, medical
FOUR FOOT LENGTH. PRICE
that the company would no more authorities, leaders in moral,
$6.50 per cd.
than break even during the year philanthropic and civic'move
ments bear witness to the bene
ORDERS FOR IMMEDIATE
1919.
MOSQUITO
NETTING
ficent effects of total abstinence
DELIVERY,. IN KENNEBUNK,
“
It
follows,
that,
assuming
that
WIRE SCREEN CLOTH
as a rule of living, we reaffirm
KENNEBUNKPORT, AND CAPE
the
evidence
presented-by
the
com

Sewing Machines---Regular Price
$65.00
PORPOISE.
22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, inch. pany to be correct, the -present our belief in and adherence to
Tacks............................... 5c pkg. schedule must be continued for a this, the basic -principle of our
organization.
$35.00
Now at the upshot price of
time at least? We shall make1 our Resolved,That as in the children lie
valuation as promptly as possible,
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.,
and if the result of such valuation the hopes of the future, we will
SHOE POLISH
makes it necessary for à révision, redouble our efforts, thru scien
R. F. D. NO. 1 or TELEPHONE 19
White, Tan, Bick, Brown
of the rates downward à hearing tific temerpance instruction,
Kennebunk.
10c, 15c, 25c
can promptly be had and such re teaching in the Sunday School^,
Loyal Temperance Legions
vision made. If, on the other hand, the
Motor Driven, UNMATCHABLE
Young People’s Branch, that
no such hearing seèms to be neces and
they may grow to manhood* and
sary
the
schedule
may
be
continu

CANVASGLOVES
rooted and grounded
at $45.00
ed in effect until other circum womanhood
in the basic principles of temper^
12c and 25c pair
stance^ require a revisioni
ance and purity.
“We shall not make the present
¿Mason Blocks
Kennebunk
schedule a final schedule but shall Resolved, that we recommend that
members subscribe for and
merely continue it as an emergen our
The Star in the East and
Evenings by appointment.
cy measure, without fixing any read
Union Signal and endeavor
Telephone 49-3
time within- which a change may The
to place the Young Crusader in
be made.” - -

Garden Seeds
of All Kinds at

A. M. SEAVEY

JJT

T. L. EVANS & CO.

G. W. Larrabee Company

FOR SALE

Has timely, quality, Value Bargins

Some of the Attractions

P. H. BELYEA

ALSO SEWING MACHINES—ELECTRIC

Dr Frederick R. Ferris.
Osteopath

T. L. EVANS & CO.

Office Hours 9-4

Look In-Come ln-Our Bargains arc Values

KENNEBU^gJEN TERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
win Bros., while no one' could tell
what was taken from the Rogers
and Saunders cottages. It will
rot be known until'the families ar
rive for the summer. The indica?
tions about the cottages are that a
lot of stuff was taken frbm each
place.
‘
The motor boat bf John Peabody Rev. W. Lindsay has completed Corporal Edward Nunan recent
Harry Smith1 Of Wells is employ . The Fisher’s will occupy the
The graduating.exercises of the The grammar school of the vil- was st°len from the raft-where it the second year’s work at Boston ly returned from overseas and
up Tuesday night and it is University School of Theology and now employed in Boston, spent the ed at the Grover Perkin’s Garrage Shqrey Cottage this season, as for
Senior Class of the high school lage, Miss Benson teacher, pienick- was
merly. ’
were held-OiTWednesday of last ed at Beachwood last Thursday,' presumed that the burglars used it will be at the Cape for the summer. week-nd with his father, Arthur W. for the summer.
The W. H. S, Alumni Banqhet
t(? the Rogers cottage, after The subject/of the sermon at Nunan. The young man is in fine Mr. Kosses opened his fruit
week in the Congregational church. while the intermediate school, ,to
but has had some most store in the Perkins Block this will be held at Clark’s Hotel June
The auditorium and vestry had Miss Mary S. Twambly teacher,.^hich they/et it adrift. It was the morning service last Sunday health,
21st.
week.
been prettily decorated with the and the primary school, Miss | l0U1jd^^day^mOTping. was" “The . Only Sufficffiient Stand thrilling experiences.
Mr. Ira Gould is with his sister
living
nearby heard the ard’.” The text chosen was Matti The Lacounts of Somejrville,
Mr. and Mrs Ray Hanscomb and
"
glass colors, nile'green and pink. Gladys Hill teacher, had an outing Parties
men when they took the boat at 1 5; 48,' “Ye therefore shall be per Mass., have arrived at their cot Mrs. Luther Weare made an auto Mrs..Rollins for the summer. .*
Af|er a selection by Cassaboom’s at Gooch’s beach.
o’clock in the morning.
Miss Persis Littlefield was a Bid
orchestra, Lloyd Nunan marshaled
fect, as your heavenly Father 'is tage near the Stone Haven for the trip to Saco Tuesday.
summer.
Mr. Grover Perkins was a Bòston deford visitor Saturday.
Deputy Sheriff A. F. Chick was perfect.”
the schbpl into their places, the
. Miss JBeatrice Weare will have
Seniors taking seats on the plat SPLENDID WORK BY KEÑNE- notified as soon as the breaks were i The pastor suggested that while Mr. and7 Mrs. H. M. Allen of; yisitor one day this week.
discovered and he and Deputy
Cambridge, Mass., spent their The ’fidies of the Christian charge of the Post Office Store this
form. A prayer was offered by
< BUNKPORT LEAGUE
this
embodied
the
highest
ethical
Sheriffs Ernest L. Jones and Per
week-end at their summer home Church will have a food sale Sat suinmer. .
Rev. Henry R. McCartney and then
urday of thia week.
ley D. Greenleaf went to work for ideal, ever announced, it was one here.
followed the program:
Mrs. Nelson Perkins, Miss Grace
that
man
himself
would
not
be
Two men who are believed
#Mr. ai^d Mrs. Hartley Huff re Miss Edith Adams gave her Brooks, and Miss Persis Littlefield
The Patriotic League of Kenne- clues.
1to be Albanians
satisfied
in
lowering.
Yet,
while
, Music
school à Picnic one. day the past
saw the officers
Salutatory,—“The Value, of an bunkport has held Meetings since 1coming toward them and ran into this is true, there are many who, turned last week from a week’s week, which was much enjoyed by will act as assistants at the Post
Office during the summer months.
auto trip to Gloucester Mass/
the organization of the club, Nov. '
because
they
cannot
do
the
per

ideal,” Henrietta F. Schmidt
"
youngsters.
the woods.
Born in Portland, Wednesday, thèThe
Walter Perkins has opened
Howard M. Martin 16th. The girls have taken 17
fect
or
accomplish
the
ideal,
resign
History,
Christian Church Sunday hisMr.
French lessons, and under the lead The deputies surrounded the themselves to attain nothing in June 4th, to Mr. and Mrs. William School enjoyed
place of business at the Beach.
Music
a picnic at “Chases
woods
Wednesday
afternoon,
wait

, Adeline A. Mo'ulton ership of Mftss McCartney they
.The Firemen of this village w^s
the spiritual life. The faculty in Hutchins of this lace, a son.
Prophecy
Pond” Saturday.
Class Will, Marguerite B. Wildes had 7 lessons oh, physical drills ing for the Albanians to come out. men that enables them to conceive Mrs. Grace Smith Packard and " Mr. E; T. Weare and family have served a banquet by the York VilThe officers, While npt having the
and semapore code..
vile better
UevL“l and
cillvl
LUU higher,
IllglleXy Uxvell
vJlldllVLve
XvlUIlcVl
vlo Mil,7 are
cue
Miss Charlotte
Richardson,
the
often IVxlQS
Music
arrived at their cottage for the sum1 lage Fire Company ’Tuesday evenPresentation of Gifts,
Thirty copies of community sing any direct evidence, had a sus .plsies the effect to attain it/ The ¡ spending) June at one of Mrs. Pack mer.
ing and all report a fine time.
Beatrice S. Clough ing books were generously given picion that the two men knew some categories bf motive arid of effort, ! ards’ cottages on the Highland.Schools closed for the Summer
A
party
of
friends
gathered
at
Valedictory,—“The Courage That by Mrs. Harold Sanders Clark of thing about the breaks and had however are the objects of the . Prof. Baxter and family of Cam the'home of Mrs. Frank Rollins \ vacation Friday of last week.
Conquers” Esther A. Baker Cleveland, Ohio, and Mrs. W. A. hidden the booty in the woods. The sight of the ever-present Witness. bridge, Mass., have arrived at the Tuesday evening to shower Miss
Our popular Barber Mr. “Ted”
that the men ran when they Jesus never announced an ideal, Chipman cottage for the season.
The diplomas were awarded by Emery formed a chorus and so far fact
Grace Weare with , a few useful Crotty has with him again the.same
saw
the
officers
is
taken
for
grant

moreover,
without
providing
a
the
league
has
taken
seven
singing
Mrs. Edward Studley pf Under gifts for her approaching marriage young-man, that gave such fine
Superintendent I. H. Storer. Then
that they are guilty of some dynamic for; its 'attainment.”
wood Springs spent the week-end to Mr. Lester Bragdon of New York satisfaction last season'.
came the singing of the Class Ode lessons and also sang at the ed
wrdng
doing.
Mother
’
s
and
Daughter
’
s
Banquet.
to the tune of “Keep the Home
The Ladies’ Aid are planning an at the Lord cottage with her formerly'of Wells. There were fif •» Mr. Charles Littlefield is the
With the assistance of Miss Ma
Fires Burning.”
teen ladies present and a joyous guest of his mother Mrs. George
ice-creairi sale and short entertain mother, Mrs. Eva G. Lord. Carl D.unstadt of the Tug Onta time they all. had. The shower Varrellat this! writing.
Doane 9 dolls and 2 teddy bears
ment for Thursda evening,
In addition to the Seniors, diplo bel
LIFE OF DEATH
rio, just arrived at Portsmouth, N. Consisted, of hand-painted china,
dressed and given to the York
mas were presented to Frances were
Mrs. Louise Perkins and family
Mr. W. S. Morine, and Mr. and H.j < from Norfolk, Va., arrived cut "lass, silver, Japanese ware,
’s Aid Society. Mr. Bur
Dow and Louise Hutchins for the Children
Cbntinued
from
Page
One
'
Mrs. George Woodland with their home this week for a two days’ and Linen, and if the good wishes are the guests of Mrs. living
rage
provided
thè
dolls.
completion of the post-graduate
Hutchins.
two children, recently spent the visit.
that went with these rfepiember-"
course nr stenography’ and type Thirteen toys were renovated at
week-end on an auto, trip to the Roy Averill, now an electrical ances will help ones life to. be long '' Lieut.
... Robie
.. Littlefield gave a
home
and
also
turned
over
to
the
writing.
m the world, all soldiers are for- Cape. On their return they were engineer in the navy at New Lon a^d happy, certainly Miss Weare m0^ interesting talk, on his exChildren’s Aid.
A reception was tendered the Lately the League has made a bidden to shoot their officers: con accompanied by Mrs. Morine, who don, Corn., with his wife, has been will live to be an old, old lady, and penences m the world war,-Sunday
had been spending some weeks visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. one of the happiest of fair brides, evening at thfe Christian Church,
class in the vestry, where refresh; study
of 3 paintings and 3 facts clusion,’ therefore, the Herr Ober- with
her sisters, the Misses Viola Charles Averill.
by those
ment» of ice. cream and cake were about each artist.
Lieutenant Karl von Shaunberg
Delicious refreshments of punch and was much enjoyed bÿ
served. The Benediction was pro
and Ada Wildes.
The primary and intermediate and fancy cakes were served, and I havmg the pleasure of hearing him.
was
not
shpt
by
a
soldier
of
the
For outdoor recreations : a bacon
nounced by Rev. H. R. Pratt.
closed last week for the the party returned to their homes. Mr. Joseph. Pafady had a narrow
.William E. Stinson ha purchased schopls
bat in company of the Kennebunk German army.
Ail at
summer vacation.
at a late hour. Those present were, ’ oanono
escane of Rainer
being ■fnf.Qlv
fataly burned
at
The monthly meeting of the League. A barn party, followed The Major is merciful but just. a Buick car/
Sanford
Monday
afternoon
by
fall
Miss
Carrie
Doty
who
occupies
Miss
Grace
Weare,
Mrs.
Frank
Rol*
He
admits
that,
according
to
the
Board of Trustees of the Public by coasting and sleighing.
Dr. and Mrs. Trueman of. Somer the Hooper cottage known as the. lins, Mrs. Reginald Jacobs, Mrs. ing on a high tension wire at the
Library Association, was held on Indoor recreation : A Valentine German military regulations, he
rotary, by quick action of his fel
Monday evening, zlt was reported part, a Washington party, abwhich might order the whole' town to be ville, Mass., have spending a week i “Green Bandbox’’ each season, ar- Solomon R. Stevens, Mrs. Grover low
workmen and by the use of a
I rived on. Tuesday of this week.
Perkins, Mrs. Frank Keene, Mrs.
that the proceeds from the recent the Kennebunk League was enter burned and pillaged, and all the at their cottage here.
Archer Littlefield. Mrs. Edna pullmotbr Mr. Parady’s life was
women and children« to be massa
rummage sale amounted to $115.02, tained. ,
Shory, Mrs. Frank Randall and the saved. Although badly burned
cred ; but, being merciful by nature
part of which is to be devoted to
Misses Edith and Alfretta Adams, and bruised he was able to come
the purchase of new1 covers for Mayflowéring, the flowers were he would rather pot do that. In
Grace Brooks, Evelyn Mayo,, Kath home Tuesday, and his many
magazines for the reading-room Sent to the Boston Children’s Hos stead he will content himself with
friends hope for a speedy recovery.
ryn Sinith, and Gladys Perkins.
¿ single victim, who is ordered to
table and the balance to be expend pital.
ed on books. The Librarian report One aftern on the League enter be executed at 7 P. M. precisely. Mr. Leroy Smith of Boston, Mass,
1 Rev.'G., F, JRaines and wife of’
ed a circulation of 573 books and tained thelCounty Board of direc That is only just. Being a good was in town for the week end. <
Concord, N. H., are.spending a few
magazines for the month. Dona tors at the Home Of Mrs. Charles fellow, the Major would prefer to
tions of books, magazines and Goodnow-’s part of the entertain execute the actual assailant; but Mrs. Will Gowen of Kennebunk days with Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Emery
The York Co. Conference eon?
pamphlets had been received from ment was given under the leader he is a busy man; he has no time to called on friends here Saturday.
waste, and if the actual -assailant Mr. Geo. Tarbox who fell at the venes at the Adventist Church this
Francis Noble, Mrs. J. H. Brazier, ship of'Miss M. McCartney.
i. ...
... <„ . .. ... ... ... ., ... .....
.
i
Mrs. P. A. Twambly and Harold C. The Local Board who is con is not produced before 7 P. M., the car-barn two weeks ago is able to week June 12-15^ A large number
-of ministers and delegates are ex-, Mrs. C. Strayhorn, of Boston is ‘tion of being the only postoffice
stantly on the lookoiit for anything Burgomaster who is held as a hos take up his work again.
Durrell.
pected. The Sunday School pro?
on that will be of any bene tage,, must obviously be executed
The Committee, of Twenty ap going
Mrf Walter Clough spent the gramme for Saturday is under the visiting her son Herbert for a cou known where you can go in and get
to the girls, sent, eleven to see in his stead.
milk just from the cow at the same
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